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Abstract 
 
This paper analyzes the kinship relationships displayed in Disney princess films produced 
between 1937-2010. By exploring the various parental figures in the films, or the fictive kin who 
supplement their absence, the paper highlights the ways in which anachronistic thematic plots 
continue to affect modern children. The paper is divided into four chapters: I) Just Around the 
Riverbend, which discusses the familial sacrifices made in Pocahontas and Mulan; II) 
Motherless, which examines the consistent lack of biological maternal figures in the majority of 
the films, along with the witches who supplant them; III) Fairies, Forest Creatures, Father 
Figures, and Fictive Kin, which explores the single-fathers in the films and the anthropomorphic 
fictive kin that guide the protagonists in Cinderella and The Little Mermaid; and IV) Married 
Ever After, a chapter detailing Disney’s marketing tactics, consumerism, and the evolution of a 
woman’s relationship with the Walt Disney Company.  
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Introduction 
 

In the beginning of every Disney movie, the majestic Disney castle triumphantly engulfs 

the screen, calling to mind one of the most powerful companies in the world: The Walt Disney 

Company1. With ownership over four major film studios2, sixty animated feature films which 

have won thirty-six prestigious awards3, The Disney Consumer Products (DCP), five theme 

parks world-wide4, a popular cruise line, and various TV networks5, Disney’s reach extends 

beyond its youth audience. With Cinderella’s castle as the symbol of Disney’s control over 

American media, it should come as no surprise that the Princess6 division of the company is one 

of its most successful and recognizable. While a majority of the princess movies were released 

before the twenty-first century, Disney has managed to immortalize these characters and their 

storylines through their theme parks, Princess consumer products, and their most recent business 

tactic: the revival of these movies through new live-action films. After the live-action version of 

Beauty and the Beast grossed over a billion dollars worldwide, Disney made plans to create 

similar versions of Aladdin and Mulan set to release in May 2019 and March 2020, respectively 

(Johnson 2017). In fact, the DCP’s Princess division alone has become an industry worth over 

four billion dollars (Wohlwend 2012:6). In addition to the sheer volume of Disney material in the 

United States, it is also important to consider who constitutes Disney’s target audience: families. 

                                                
1 Trading under the ticker NYSE:DIS, The Walt Disney Company has a total value of Institutional Holdings of 
$94,221,069,303 split amongst 2,153 holders. Four out of the top five institutional holders are investment firms with 
the exception being State Farm Mutual Automobile Insurance ranking in at fourth. As of March 29, 2018 their 
market cap is at $151.03 billion (NASDAQ 2018). 
2 Walt Disney Animation Studios, Pixar Animation Studios, Marvel Studios, and Lucasfilm Ltd. (Johnson 2017). 
3 13 Academy Awards, 9 Golden Globe Awards, 11 Grammy Awards, and 1 Oscar were awarded to various films 
included in the sixty animated films (Johnson 2017). 
4 The parks are located in the Anaheim, California and Orlando, Florida respectively and one in Paris, Hong Kong, 
and Shanghai (Johnson 2017).  
5 The largest subsidiary under Disney Media Networks is ABC. Other noteworthy assets include part ownership of 
Hulu, 21st Century Fox, Comcast, ESPN, and A&E Networks (Johnson 2017).  
6 Any capitalization of “Princess” will denote that I am referring to a Disney Princess as opposed to a generic 
princess unrelated to the Disney company. 
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Parents feel safe with the company that has earned the reputation of always concluding their 

films with a “happily ever after.” Where as many other films need vetting before parental 

approval, Disney has never let parents down before, ensuring all the material is appropriate for 

the innocence of their children parents so dearly wish to protect. With this heavy saturation of 

Disney Princess material in the US market combined with the “safety” factor of the company’s 

reputation, it is important to analyze the messages that are being projected to their target 

audience. What exactly does the most family-oriented company in America have to say about 

familial sacrifice, fictive kinship, parent-child relationships, and romantic love?  

Like most millennials, I am nostalgic for the Saturday nights that I was allowed to stay up 

late and watch Disney movies with my family. When I turned five, I wanted nothing more than 

to dress up as Snow White for Halloween. Just like many other young girls, I was enchanted by 

the Disney princess movies7 and their characters. I could spin in my Belle costume for hours, 

showing every member of my family how beautiful it looked when it twirled. Now, as an adult, I 

am curious how this love for Disney and specifically the Princess franchise has impacted my 

perception of family. Did I really think that my friend’s stepmom was evil because of watching 

movies like Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs or Cinderella? Did I begin to devalue motherhood 

after the complete absence of even mentioning maternal figures in The Little Mermaid and 

Beauty and the Beast? And do I view typical familial and romantic relationships the way that I 

do today because of early socialization through Disney mediums? After watching these films 

                                                
7 Currently, there are only ten princesses who have been formally inducted into the Disney Princess franchise. While 
there may be other princess figures such as Elsa from Frozen, Disney has chosen not to add them to the franchise. 
Those included are as follows in the order of release: Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs, Cinderella, Sleeping 
Beauty, The Little Mermaid, Beauty and the Beast, Pocahontas, Mulan, The Princess and the Frog, and Tangled.  
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now through an academic lens, I realize how problematic much of the content becomes and how 

difficult it is to answer those questions.  

Why the princesses? It was not an arbitrary decision to choose to evaluate the Disney 

princesses despite fifty other animated films by the Disney company. Typically, for an extremely 

successful film, production companies will fund a sequel to the film to keep the first film 

relevant and extend the life cycle of the brand as a whole. Unique to any other children’s media 

company or brand, Disney has packaged these ten Disney princesses into one group, infinitely 

multiplying future opportunities for new material all while increasing the value of each 

Figure 1: Taken from my family’s photo album, 
this is a portrait of my dad and I while wearing a 
Disney princess costume (Hurley 1999). 
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individual princess. Just as small girls are excited to see Moana in movie theaters, mothers are 

excited to show their daughters the films that they grew up with as a child. The films have not 

even come close to the end of their relevance in American culture, I argue, at this rate there isn’t 

an end in sight. 

The typical plot line of a Princess film follows a heterosexual romance structure until the 

Princess protagonist is met with conflict regarding her impending betrothal and forced to choose 

between her family of orientation or procreation. Since 1937 in the seminal Princess film Snow 

White and the Seven Dwarfs, there is evidence that Disney expects women to make sacrifices in 

each of its successive films. For example, the ten Disney princesses sacrifice what most women 

have been denied of since the start of the twentieth century: an identity beyond a wife and 

mother, personal aspirations, intellectual pursuit, adventure, and even true love. Disney’s 

intention behind such a central theme to each of its plotlines is clear: the company aims to 

prepare girls for the sacrifices they will one day make for others, and it intends to be at the center 

of that conversation. Disney has consistently shown that it is not only a societal norm but also a 

necessity that women sacrifice a part of their corporal, emotional, intellectual, or spiritual body 

at some point in their lives. The examples in the Princess films, which have grossed over a 

combined four billion dollars in ticket sales alone (Johnson 2017), will show that women over 

several generations have all been taught repeatedly that their dreams and desires will always 

exist in the shadows behind someone else’s needs. When it comes to Princess films, that 

someone else is a man ten out of ten times. 

I will not argue that Disney’s messaging about women is the sole factor in women’s 

unequal representation in the workforce, compensation, and expectations in child rearing. It 

would be misguided to blame one company for this reality, just as it is nearly impossible to prove 
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the specific long-term effects of consuming Disney narratives. Instead, I will argue that the 

company’s sexist story plots and their respective consumer products contradicts its claim of 

progressive narratives and the empowerment of women. Some scholars have credited Disney’s 

positive reputation for causing “blowback” and unfair blame for America’s social problems (Best 

and Lowney 2009). This is valid in that with more relevance, comes more attention and more 

criticism. However, it’s naïve to believe Disney has no command on the values of our society. It 

is a reciprocal relationship in which both influence each other, with Disney always having a leg 

up. Through an analysis of the Disney Princess franchise films as well as ways in which content 

from the films permeate the everyday lives of our entire neoliberal capitalist society, I will better 

understand the calculated media that has socialized Americans for over eighty years. Through 

Disney’s ability to make their Princess franchise relevant well beyond the time of each film’s 

initial release, the cultural norms from the 20th century are constantly being imprinted onto the 

newest generation of children, despite their lack of cultural accuracy. The popularity of these 

films makes them perfect avenues for study into how deeply sexist imagery is engrained in a 

franchise that claims to be progressive and feminist. Through looking at Princesses’ decision 

making, pro-social behavior, and narrative plots, I will show how the continued struggle for true 

equality between the sexes can be related back to the very media we as a nation choose to 

socialize our children with. Perhaps after this study, my audience will recognize that Disney is 

not always the ‘safe’ choice.  

 

Literature Review 

As a relatively new subfield of anthropology, media anthropologists often focus on 

researching the three main subsectors: production, meaning, and consumption. Consumption is 
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inherently difficult unless completing a microethnography, such as some of the work by the most 

lauded Disney ethnographer, Karen Wohlwend. Without the ability to access human subjects 

over long periods of time, I lack the longitudinal data to make any claims on the ways in which 

children consume media and how adults subsequently retain the media from their childhood. In 

work by academics with the capacity for such research, it is generally agreed upon that repeated 

exposure to media content can socialize the way in which humans understand gender, race, class, 

and identity in general. Therefore, I am most concerned with the intention behind production and 

the consequential meaning that Disney films generate to audiences across the United States. As I 

am interested in kinship relationships and women specifically, I will be using The 

Metamorphoses of Kinship by Maurice Godelier as a point of reference throughout my study. 

Using theory from Lévi-Strauss and Freud, Godelier evaluates modern kinship in the West in 

hopes to understand the rising divorce rate and disappearance of the “standard” American 

nuclear family. Through his work on parent-child relationships, I am given a better 

understanding of the imagery Disney utilizes when presenting how a family should act and 

appear. While I recognize that his theory may not necessarily fit how Disney is choosing to 

portray family, a greater understanding of familial and kinship theory anchors my study 

anthropologically. Primarily, this work will help answer the question: how is Disney reacting to 

the breakdown of the traditional nuclear family in the US and what values do the films still 

highlight? 

In Elizabeth Chin’s fascinating work on consumerism in the United States, My Life with 

Things: The Consumer Diaries, she completes an auto-ethnography on her own participation in 

in America’s capitalist society. Opening with an ode to anthropologist Dan Miller: “consumption 

is nothing less than the keystone in our understanding of contemporary society and culture” 
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(Chin and Duke University Press 2016:3), I was inspired to examine how Disney uses their 

consumer products to ingrain their cultural beliefs in the minds of the children and parents 

purchasing their toys. Using Marxist theory while discussing materialism, she explains how 

commodity fetishism has caused the reduction of value in humans, relegating them to be defined 

by the items they possess rather than the people they are. Karl Marx therefore provides an 

inspiration for many of my points and innate beliefs about capitalism. In addition to Marx, 

Sidney Mintz has similarly been a cardinal member of anthropologic work on the history and 

sub-sequential subjugating effects that commodities often have on our society. His method of 

using historical information rather than ethnographic data also influenced and supported my 

decision to solely analyze Disney films and their associated materials.  

There is a plethora of academic work on the Disney corporation and more specifically the 

Princess franchise. In terms of consumption, academic studies have been performed on children 

and the ways in which they absorb and navigate Disney. However, when searching for 

ethnographic data on adults and the media conglomerate, I found a massive gap. Due to the lack 

of data on the profound impact Disney has on all members of society, including adults, I was 

limited to studies of consumption involving children. In Wohlwend’s study on toy affinity 

groups in a preschool, Damsels in discourse: Girls consuming and producing identity texts 

through Disney Princess Play (2009), she completed a three-year microethnographic study of a 

single preschool classroom somewhere in the Midwest. During her years at the school, she 

discovered the influence a Disney doll’s “character” had on the child who was playing with it. 

Through this medium, she came to understand that children playing with Disney character dolls 

regurgitated the prescribed gender8 roles directly from the film’s content. When gender roles are 

                                                
8 Gender can be defined as social relations and discursive practices. 
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so strictly applied in media, children lack the ability to explore and mediate different gender 

roles in order to adhere to the narrow plot line Disney prescribes. They are not only limited in 

terms of play; this study also exemplifies the idea that children adopt the narratives that they are 

exposed to and resist deviation from this plot. Wohlwend offers another ethnographic study, 

“Are You Guys Girls?”: Boys, Identity Texts, and Disney Princess Play. She similarly evaluates 

the ways preschool-aged boys navigate performing other genders through the medium of Disney 

toys. While young girls are given the opportunity to navigate masculine activities through the 

widely accepted guise of being a “tomboy,” boys are conversely shunned and ridiculed by peers 

when attempting to do gender in a feminine manner. Through these ethnographic works, it is 

clear that Disney films serve as a model for childhood navigation of and adherence to gender 

roles. 

Using Candace West and Don H. Zimmerman’s work on gender as a combination of 

daily actions and social practices rather than a trait someone innately possesses, I note that 

gender is more complicated than purely the male/female dichotomy popular during the 

production of most of the Disney films. Their famed article “Doing Gender”, has inspired my 

interpretations on the studies noted regarding gender roles and the films, as I emphasize the 

performative nature of gender and regard their actions as such (West and Zimmerman 1987). 

One’s definition of gender is crucial to understand their reactions to the way in which it is 

perceived. In my own study, I often refer to gender both in the way it is perceived by normative 

American society and the ways in which I believe it is being used as a social means of control. I 

argue that gender in the Disney Princess films specifically adhere entirely to the prescribed traits 

associated with each respective sex, rarely showing gender’s fluidity.  
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The final area of ethnographic literature that I plan to explore for my work includes 

analyses on the Disney princess franchise in general as well as the effect and meaning of specific 

films. In The Production of Meaning Through Peer Interaction: Children and Walt Disney’s 

Cinderella, the author, Lori Baker-Sperry, ethnographically explores the effect of a gendered 

story such as Cinderella on peer interaction among first-grade-students. She found that through 

this study, the gendered nature of the story not only reinforced the gender roles found in the 

content of the film but separated the class into their respective genders. Furthermore, the children 

resisted alternate interpretations for the content of Cinderella due to its strictly gendered nature. 

While these children are older than those in Wohlwend’s work, they are still too young to 

understand the consequences of such gendered ideology. It is also impossible to judge if these 

views will impact kinship ideology in their later years.  

Silvia Federici’s Caliban and the Witch: Women, the Body and Primitive Accumulation is 

my inspiration behind believing that media is not merely a reflection of society, but also a means 

of control. In her own work, she explores the path from feudalism to capitalism and the steady 

devaluation of women throughout this transition. She believes that it is through capitalism’s 

original need for corporal bodies to fuel the economy, that women lost control of their own rights 

to their reproductive organs and were confined to a life of domesticity. Using the witch hunts of 

the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries as evidence, she shows that undesirable women were 

villainized by society and eventually tortured to death for those qualities. The qualities she found 

to be motivators behind being accused of being a “witch” were all determined by ability to 

reproduce. Women who were old, single, infertile, and poor were accused of witchcraft and 

eliminated by the state. I argue that now, through the medium of Disney Princess films, women 

are still being told that the same qualities are unfavorable, just in a new subtler manner.  
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While one could argue that this inability to recognize gendered media lasts through 

adulthood for some, through Baker-Sperry and Wohlwend’s ethnographic work, it is evident that 

tangible effects can be observed after a child is repeatedly exposed to Princess narratives. As we 

know, these Princess narratives have not changed despite Disney’s progressive claims. As a 

result, through this evidence, combined with Godelier’s background of kinship theory, West and 

Zimmerman’s gender theory, and Federici’s feminist approach on Marxism, it becomes clear that 

the company continues to emphasize sexist messaging about women in order to advance their 

capitalist agenda of expanding their power and capital in the United States.  

 

Research Methods 

My primary fieldsite is the Disney princess films that have impacted generation after 

generation of young people in the United States (and around the world, though I will limit my 

research and arguments to the United States). Interacting with my fieldsite will be relatively one-

sided, as I can only observe and analyze the ten, ninety-minute princess films that Disney has 

released over the last seventy years. The ten films I will analyze are: Snow White and the Seven 

Dwarfs (1937), Cinderella (1950), Sleeping Beauty (1959), The Little Mermaid (1989), Beauty 

and the Beast (1991), Aladdin (1992), Pocahontas (1995), Mulan (1998), The Princess and the 

Frog (2009), and Tangled (2010). Therefore, content analysis is central to my study as it will 

include my evaluation of the dialogue, imagery, and messages within the films. I believe that 

these ten films will provide me with more than enough dialogue and observable material to 

conduct an adequate analysis of the standards and values that Disney projects onto the American 

nuclear family. In addition, by comparing these films with the original stories that inspired them, 

I will uncover content that the Walt Disney Company believed was best left on the cutting room 
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floor. I ultimately argue that these ideals that Disney portrays consistently in their Princess films 

reinforce stereotypes, heteronormativity, and limited roles for females beyond their familial 

duties and procreative expectations.  

 

Synthesis 

 In the first chapter, Just Around the Riverbend, I pay homage to a signature Disney song 

from the film, Pocahontas, in which the protagonist explores and debates where her life’s 

journey is leading her. I illuminate and emphasize the pre-existing path that the screenwriters 

have limited these young princesses to, placing the importance of self-sacrifice rather than 

pursuit of desire as a virtue for women. This path is defined by decisions that are expected to 

always be made in line with familial obligations and the ultimate goal of procreation. At the 

genesis of almost every Princess film, the young protagonist expresses a deep yearning for more. 

Whether their definition of “more” is exploration, freedom, or simply something unlike their 

current situation, they will almost always forfeit this dream for their current or future family. 

Crediting this sacrifice to the romanticization of the heteronormative romance plot in the films, I 

argue young girls are convinced to fall in love with the idea of love. This desire for hetero-

romantic love keeps young women on the path towards procreation which ultimately serves the 

capitalist society under which Disney thrives. Is the only romantic relationship within the film 

the protagonist and her beau? If so, what impact could this have on children’s impressions of life 

outside the courting stage of relationships? Beyond that, I explore the relationship between 

Princess narratives and the dilemmas of work/life balance mediated by many women today and 

connect that with the ever-increasing number of single parent homes. 
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 Transitioning from the choices a woman makes to the depiction of each film’s non-

protagonist females, I will discuss motherhood in my second chapter, Motherless. Portrayals of 

motherhood in the Disney princess films should encompass many different examples of both 

positive and negative mothering, just as both exist in American society. However, in these films 

targeting young girls, motherhood is largely nonexistent. I argue that this causes a devaluation of 

women and specifically mothers within a franchise that both seemingly determines to put women 

on the path of procreation, but then curiously never depicts what happens after the wedding bells 

cease. In a franchise geared towards the female population, it is noteworthy that the Walt Disney 

Company first relegates a female’s role to remain within the family, and then subsequently 

diminishes and disregards that role in not only the rest of the film, but in life. Thus, if there are 

no mothers represented in the films, what female roles other than princess does Disney depict?  

Furthermore, after analyzing adoption narratives in the most recent films, I explain that Disney 

reinforces societal fear of adopted children as commodities and villainizes the mothers who care 

for them. Later, using theory from Caliban and the Witch by Silvia Federici, I explain that the 

company has emphasized the undesirable qualities in women through their various 

interpretations of bad femininity displayed through the villainesses of the franchise. Qualities 

and personality traits used as tools to execute women in the ninetieth century during the witch 

hunts are similarly employed to discourage against versions of femininity that do not progress 

the patriarchal agenda.  

 In the third chapter, Fairies, Forest Creatures, Father Figures and Fictive Kin, I shift the 

focus from the protagonist to the support group around her. In other words, what was the 

standard or definition of American family at the time of the release and how does it differ today? 

Beyond just the structures depicted, there is also the opportunity to explore the relationship 
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between American nuclear families and how they are represented in the films. Are they accurate 

representations or do they demonstrate and reinforce stereotypes within our culture? Through 

evaluating the real process of separation-individuation of adolescence from parents, I evaluate 

the manners in which the many single fathers of the Princess franchise navigate fatherhood and 

compare their differing approaches. Later in this chapter, I describe how fictive kin plays a role 

in the life of the protagonist and when Disney deems it necessary for extra emotional support. 

Does the Princess have a family beyond just her consanguineal family that displays similar if not 

more methods of emotional support? The fictive kinship structures depicted in the films are 

unique in that the narratives of the films do not present the conditions under which we see the 

formation of fictive kin in American society.   

 My final chapter is inspired by current events and the changing climate of the media 

industry. I first talk about a heated political debate involving Disney princesses that occurred in 

March 2018. I then evaluate the consumerism enacted under the Walt Disney Company and the 

methods in which they employ to ensure lifelong purchasing patterns. Using exploitation of 

innocence, the pleasure of entertainment, and the conditions of play, the Disney Company is able 

to not only journey through every stage of life with American consumers, but further segment 

people into niche marketplaces. In order to see increased production of DCP commodities, 

Disney has superficially segmented childhood media into categories determined by gender and 

age that, prior to the mid-twentieth century, did not exist and do not serve a purpose beyond 

capitalistic gain. I then show that these commodities that Disney is determined to have permeate 

our daily lives hold negative impacts on the way young girls and boys play and cognitively 

develop. Finally, to show a glimpse into adulthood and Disney, I explore the fascinating market 

of Disney weddings and the motivations and costs associated with them. Through entering a 
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community of Disney-obsessed brides, I explain the manner in which the company has been 

successful in selling the princess dream beyond the innocent world of the child.  

 

Deduction 

 As the saying goes, “children are our future.” My study aims to understand what 

messages we are sending into America’s future when movies made in the early twentieth century 

are still considered significant forms of entertainment. Do these antiquated cultural norms affect 

the children that digest these films? Moreover, how does the apparent immortality of the 

relevance of these movies harm children and adults alike? Finally, what command do these 

movies have on American culture and in turn what command does American culture have on 

Disney? I intend to find out. 
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Chapter I: Just Around the Riverbend 

“What do you want to be when you grow up?” When I was a child, this question always 

seemed to stump me. But looking at my male peers, they always seemed to have an answer. 

Whether it was police officer, cowboy, magician, or superhero, it was as though they were privy 

to some informational database that I was never given access to. Retrospectively, I realize that 

you can’t know what you want to do if you don’t know the options. Boys got to take their 

imagination a step farther and try it out; boys got to play it. If a boy dreamed of being an 

astronaut, this was not something that was out of the realm of possibilities. The boys could have 

seen an astronaut in Toy Story (Lasseter et al. 1995), subsequently played with Buzz Lightyear’s 

action figure, and finally, they could picture themselves one day becoming like this fictional 

astronaut. While I understand that it might not be such a linear process and the effect of seeing 

one film could actually have nothing to do with a young child’s dreams, it is naive to assume that 

this has no effect whatsoever. On the other hand, girls were left to look forward to their wedding 

days.  

Growing up in the 90s, toys and films were gendered. Most films had a specific target age 

and gender for their audience. This was limiting for all children in that there was a clear goal and 

typical outcome of the films. “Boy” films typically had a male hero that would save the world. 

Conversely, the films designated to the women of my generation were Princess films. These 

films did not provide something little girls could dream to be when they were older other than a 

wife, mother, and possibly a princess if they were lucky enough to marry a royal. The “girl” 

aisles within toy stores have shelving painted pink, so we knew exactly which items we were 

supposed to be playing with. Toys included frilly princess costumes, Barbies, Easy-Bake ovens, 

and baby dolls. Not only were these toys what companies thought young girls should like, they 
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were also cultural training tools. Just like training wheels on a bike, the cooking sets and baby 

strollers for young girls are a form of preparation for their role as a wife and mother. One day, 

they will be expected to take care of a home, cook, clean, and rear children. Toys for young girls 

similarly emphasize the importance of beauty with products such as costume ball gowns, plastic 

high heels, and makeup kits. It is easy to see how the question of “what do you want to be when 

you grow up?” can be so difficult to answer when the options are clearly so limited for young 

girls in America.  

This brings me to my current focus, Disney, one of the largest and most popular makers 

of animated children’s films. What does Disney have to say about the options for women in life 

or in the workplace? What role models do they give young girls to look up to and aspire to be 

like one day? After evaluating the ten Disney Princess films, it is clear that as women, we have 

two options: the powerless princess or the wicked witch. In other words, we are not able to have 

power without also being the villain of the story. The inaugural princess film, Snow White and 

the Seven Dwarfs, was originally released in 1937 and is drastically different than the most 

recently released Moana (2016)9. I do not argue that the film company has made no progress, 

however, I do argue that these same attitudes from the original princess film exist in every 

subsequent film, just disguised with seemingly progressive overtones. This is what I find the 

most troubling: the contradiction between what Disney advertises and what they actually feed the 

public. Each princess is trained to be a wife and mother in a myriad of ways, some much subtler 

than others. Through evaluating the female characters in these films and the choices they make, 

one can see that these heroines are pushed in the direction of their happily ever after, which 

                                                
9 While I mention Moana (2016) as the most recent animated film geared towards females, it is not technically 
included in the Princess franchise. 
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includes a lifelong dedication to their family of orientation or procreation10. More often than not, 

these two are at odds with each other. Any deviations from this female model is villainized and 

degraded as to maintain the cultural and societal status quo.  

  

Princess Pocahontas 
 
 Set in the 17th century, the film opens with John Smith and his British ship crew coming 

to America to discover gold. We are then introduced to Pocahontas, a fearless and free spirited 

young woman who is the princess of the Powhatan tribe in Virginia. Her father, the wise chief, 

wants her to marry the most feared warrior of the tribe, someone she deems serious and 

unattractive to her free-spirited lifestyle. The film’s conflict begins when the drastically different 

British men collide with the Powhatan tribe members, with John Smith and Pocahontas’ love 

story at the center of the conflict. Pocahontas shows John Smith her philosophies on life and they 

mutually learn that they are not as different as they assumed, despite racial, cultural, and 

linguistic barriers. The film concludes with both groups preparing for battle, and Pocahontas 

intervenes to save her true love’s life. She tells her father that if he kills John Smith, he has to kill 

her first. The chief decides to spare Smith’s life and praises his daughter’s wisdom. The British 

governor, greedy, selfish, and evil, then attempts to shoot the chief, but John Smith jumps in 

front of him. The film concludes with John Smith returning back to England to heal his bullet 

wounds while Pocahontas sacrifices her one true love and chooses to stay in Virginia to help her 

tribe.  

“Should I choose the smoothest course, steady as the beating drum? 
Should I marry Kocoum, is all my dreaming at an end? 

                                                
10 Family of orientation being defined as the one in which they were born into and procreation being the one in 
which they will create through their own reproductive organs.  
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Or do you still wait for me dream giver, just around the riverbend?” (Gabriel and 
Goldberg 1995) 
 
Two options are presented to Pocahontas in the beginning of the film, a literal fork in her 

metaphorical river. Should she choose to marry Kocoum, the proverbial fearless warrior, or 

should she follow her dreams of freedom and adventure? This is a narrative that every Disney 

princess must face at some point in her journey, a choice between family, future or present, and 

personal ambition. Sacrifices are made every day, but what convinces someone that they must 

give up something they want for the good of others? Furthermore, why are women pressured into 

making the right11 choice, a sacrifice for their family? What happens when these women veer off 

the path proposed for them and how does society react? And finally, why through these ten 

Disney princess films are we reinscribing these teachings onto America’s youth? 

  

The Real Pocahontas 
 

Before evaluating Disney’s Pocahontas, it is important to understand the ways in which 

this film adaptation veers off the course of historical accuracy. This evaluation is imperative as 

Pocahontas is the only “real” princess that Disney fantasizes, thus opening up possibilities for 

historical inexactitudes. Through these narrative choices, one can clearly see what values were 

important to the Disney company and which aspects of history they decided to fabricate (Juschka 

2001:22). John Smith, the real historical figure, wrote stories of the Powhatan women and, 

comparing them to nymphes, the manner in which they lured him into their lodgings like sexual 

seductresses (Perdue 2012:5). Knowing that it is often the white history that is recorded in the 

history books, it should come as no surprise that Disney’s Pocahontas and her female 

                                                
11 The word “right” is italicized here to denote that this choice is one prescribed by society onto women rather than 
one that is in their own personal best interest.  
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companions are animated as curvy, exotic, and with fewer clothes than those of the other Disney 

princesses. The audience was meant to look at her body in a manner much more “voyeuristic” 

than her white princess counterparts (Lacroix 2004:222).  

The physical depiction of the historical figure of Pocahontas has evolved over time, but 

one thing has stayed constant, the person holding the paintbrush is a white male. Whether it was 

a European artist or the Disney animators, Pocahontas’ image has always been at the mercy of 

the white lens. Historically, when Pocahontas ventured to London in her later years, she was 

drawn in European clothing while looking extremely Caucasian, stripping her of her culture. 

From the genesis of the retelling of Pocahontas’ story, she was at the mercy of not only a male 

perspective, but also a white one.  

In 1995, Disney drew her as what they believed to be a typical Powhatan woman, 

stripping her of her clothes. Little girls around the United States can play online games where 

Figure 2: Pocahontas and John Smith’s first interaction in the film (BasementRejects 2013). 
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they dress up princesses in ball gowns and Pocahontas in feathers and animal skins12, continuing 

the cultural appropriation originally depicted in the film (Disney 2018). There is speculation 

among Disney fans that Irene Bedard, the voice of Pocahontas, serves as the inspiration for 

Pocahontas’ animation and physical appearance. However, this only has to do with her facial 

structure, as the animators of the film used relevant supermodels of the time as models for the 

rest of her body (Lacroix 2004:220). These adult models were meant to epitomize American 

ideals of beauty, despite racial or historical background. This Amazonian, Disney Pocahontas is 

a far cry from the twelve-year-old girl Pocahontas really was when she met John Smith. Is this 

depiction of the historical Pocahontas an acknowledgment of official Jamestown chronicler 

William Strachey’s writings about the way a young pre-pubescent Pocahontas frolicked naked 

among the settlers? (Perdue 2012:8) Or, rather, is this another form of the fetishization and 

sexualization of Native American culture in the United States? 

Just as Pocahontas was observed and recorded by white English settlers, the two chief 

animators of Pocahontas were white men, Trey Finney and Tom Gately (Gabriel and Goldberg 

1995). Pocahontas has constantly been a sexualized “other” for the white man in charge of 

recording her. Theda Perdue, a history professor at University of North Carolina – Chapel Hill, 

evaluates the differences between the historical figure of Pocahontas and the one depicted by 

Disney. She explains that through the historical records by Jamestown settlers, it is extremely 

difficult to fully grasp who she was as a person. While they do not depict Pocahontas as nude, 

her animated clothing is much more provocative than the ball gowns and petticoats given to the 

rest of the female protagonists, implying that she is the sexual seductress the white settlers 

                                                
12 In my own research on access to Princess material, I googled “Disney princess games” and the first result was the 
website Disney LOL, dedicated to free online gaming material based on content from animated films. This page was 
specifically dedicated to Princess games. In the game titled “The Princess Journey” one is able to customize the 
outfits of the Princesses, all given ball gowns except Pocahontas. 
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described her as. While I recognize it would’ve been similarly inaccurate to depict her in 

clothing analogous to the other Princesses, I don’t believe it is a coincidence that her corporal 

body is exposed more so than the rest. Pocahontas is also drawn with a tribal tattoo on her arm, a 

practice normalized within the Powhatan culture but considered an increase to her sexuality by 

the European settlers (Perdue 2012:8). In the sequel, Pocahontas II, she is only accepted into 

English society after she has matured from her “savage” self into a proper English, Christian 

woman, ball gown and all. Pocahontas becomes the good13 native who is able to see the light and 

adopt the superior English culture. The way in which we view the Powhatan women will always 

be through the distorted European male viewpoint. According to Perdue, “European men who 

traveled through the Native Southeast thought that they had stepped through the looking glass 

into a sexual wonderland. Actually, they had encountered only a fractured reflection of their own 

assumptions about appropriate sexual behavior” (Perdue 2012:13). The impressions of the 

Powhatan women were from a perspective of protestant beliefs which have an immense 

emphasis on concealment of the corporal body. Yet another example of the manner in which we 

have continued to “other” those that are distinctive from ourselves despite our concrete 

awareness that different does not necessarily mean wrong.  

Despite this “superior” belief system, it was the white settlers whose sexual abuse of 

native women became one of the most exploitative features of the European invasion. The two 

groups viewed sex entirely differently with English settlers understanding sex as a right and 

women as their property, and the Powhatan viewing sex as an agreement (Perdue 2012:16). In 

the film, Pocahontas is under the control of every man in her life, transitioning from daughter, to 

                                                
13 Many scholars claim that there is an emphasis on Pocahontas as a representative for Native Americans because 
she ended up conforming to the colonizers’ belief system, regardless of the motivations in doing so (many believe 
she was coerced). 
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romantic partner, back to filial, obedient daughter. In reality, her roles were much more rich and 

complicated than explained on screen. She was a young Powhatan girl with independence14. 

Therefore, the Disney adaptation and interpretation of Pocahontas is simply a projection of a 

misguided explanation of the Powhatan customs. Why didn’t Disney incorporate some of the 

richer aspects of Pocahontas’ life rather than create a movie surrounding a fictional romantic 

relationship that was never a part of this real human’s life? And why did they rely only on the 

white male viewpoint while doing so? With the only real cultural emphasis being on treatment of 

the environment, screenwriters missed an opportunity to educate and seminate valuable historical 

information. Instead, the Disney Company attempts to stifle women before they become too 

independent. We may make our own choices, such as Pocahontas choosing to stay with her 

family, but only if it is the right choice. Yes, the protagonist chooses to forego her true love for 

the love of her people, but this does not mean that she wanted to, nor that she would do it again. 

The media industry believes that Pocahontas would not be an interesting story to feed female 

consumers without the ever-present romantic structure: “once a woman is no longer romantically 

available, she serves little purposes to the narratives we find most compelling” (Holcomb, 

Latham, and Fernandez-Baca 2015:1977). 

In Mary Couzelis’ work on Pocahontas, Generic Pocahontas, she explains that this is a 

single instance of a larger issue of the mythohistory surrounding Pocahontas as a historical figure 

(Couzelis 2015:139). The use of historical fiction for the subject of a Disney film begins to be 

problematic when those making the film are at liberty to mold what once was a real human into 

their ideal version of that person. Not only is this a dehumanizing process, but it portrays an 

                                                
14 While I have already stated that scholars cannot know for certain how Pocahontas behaved due to the lens of the 
male European settler, I do argue that through the shocked writings of the settlers mentioned in Perdue’s work, that 
Pocahontas did have freedoms not typically experienced by European women at the time. 
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inauthentic version of a woman’s life experience: such is what happened to Pocahontas. This 

begs the question, why is it that Pocahontas was the one chosen to be the protagonist of Disney’s 

only film about Native American culture? This choice was done both strategically and carefully. 

Pocahontas was the perfect candidate for this film because at the end of her life, she converted to 

Christianity and adopted English culture after being kidnapped and falling in love with John 

Rolfe (Couzelis 2015:142). She was a Powhatan woman, but Disney believed she subscribed to 

the white mythohistory that has been so widely accepted as the factual interactions among the 

Powhatan and Jamestown settlers. Pocahontas was a therefore symbol of the merging of the 

Native American and English cultures, though Disney ignored that she was a stark exception 

from the typical relationship between these peoples. Additionally, it is unclear what her 

motivations were to convert to Christianity, marry Rolfe, and finally journey to England. Due to 

the lack of historical accounts outside the European lens, we are entirely unaware of Pocahontas’ 

inner thoughts, with some academics even suggesting she had an acute form of Stockholm 

syndrome (Couzelis 2015:145). Pocahontas was a convenient protagonist for the film, not for her 

independence or rich cultural history, but rather because she represents the “ideal” Native 

American who defended the settlers and eventually abandoned her own culture and religion for 

the “superior” English customs (Couzelis 2015:148): “The industry seems more accepting of 

non-Indigenous renditions of Pocahontas and history and less receptive to counter-stories that 

challenge cultural myths” (Couzelis 2015:158). 

To add to the seemingly infinite list of ways that Disney failed to reproduce an accurate 

version of the interactions between these peoples is their inability to portray the complicated 

differences between the two cultures. The film focuses on land use as the stark difference 

between the English and the Powhatan. As Perdue concludes, the screenwriters recklessly 
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oversimplified the narrative by depicting the difference between the Powhatan and English as 

solely as an ecological disagreement. In addition, the film is incomplete once more as there is no 

allusion to the power dynamics that existed between the colonizer and the colonized, instead 

depicted as what would seem like a fair fight between the two groups. Furthermore, in an 

ethnographic observation in a Target toy aisle, a mother told me her five-year-old daughter 

would not stop singing a song leading up to the climax of the film, “Savages.” The line that she 

repeated was “Savages, savages, barely even human.” Understandably, the mother was unsure 

how to explain this vastly complicated historical narrative in relation to the “safe” film. How do 

parents navigate problematic content that has been so neatly packaged in catchy sing-a-longs?  

Disney’s assumptions about sex and gender relations of the Powhatan result in a cookie 

cutter children’s film in which we are told that the power of true love trumps all cultural and 

societal differences with familial responsibility being the only thing above it (Perdue 2012:19). 

While yes, it is positive to show children that love knows no boundaries and can overcome 

differences, it is also irresponsible to depict this process as seamless and instant. Pocahontas is 

stripped of her authority as a historical figure, and instead molded into the perfect Disney 

princess who is swept off her feet in a heterosexual romance narrative. The shocking differences 

between Pocahontas the historical figure and Pocahontas the Disney princess are not unique. 

Every movie in the princess franchise was adapted from a previous literary work, legend, 

folktale, or historical time period. It is on the cutting room floor that we find what Disney deems 

worth of mass distribution, what it adds, and what it chooses to omit. These collective decisions 

inform Disney’s take on the American family and highlight the stark disjuncture between our 

societal imagination and our vastly different realities. Through the translation from historical fact 
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to the big screen, we gain a better understanding of what qualities and values Disney aims to 

inject in our society, regardless of their accuracy. 

 

The Right Choice 
 

At the release of Pocahontas in 1995, the film was praised for breaking the princess 

archetype that Disney had become so accustomed to. Parents were overjoyed to see a female 

protagonist who followed her dreams and stood up for what she believed in. While the film does 

not end in matrimony like every other Princess film up until this point, it is not as different as 

audiences everywhere once believed. Pocahontas15 was lauded for her independence and desire 

for individualistic adventure. Despite this longing for life beyond her tribe, Pocahontas is never 

truly an independent woman. Independence here can be defined as free from the patriarchal 

progression from daughter to wife to mother. In the film, she is first and foremost the daughter of 

the chief–the role in which she has the most personal freedom. Pocahontas is able to explore the 

land around her home and have the adventure that she so deeply craves. She then becomes 

betrothed to Kocoum, the strongest warrior of the Powhatans, so clearly the best match for her. 

After Kocoum does not meet her standards for a partner, she moves into the hands of John 

Smith, a white Jamestown settler. While she resists the betrothal to Kocoum because she feels it 

is limiting, this is not a concern for her when she meets John Smith. Rather, she falls in love and 

forgets about all of her individualistic desires, believing that her true calling is to become a 

partner for a man. This is not just any man, this is a man who already has a degree of historical 

power over her, coming from a group of people who effectively established dominance and 

superiority over the Powhatans. While Pocahontas may be choosing who she wants to be with 

                                                
15 From here on unless otherwise noted I am referring to the Disney princess character when I say Pocahontas. 
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romantically, this concept of white superiority is continuously, though subtly, outlined 

throughout the film.  

Lauren Dundes explains why parents may be confused about the degree of feminism 

coming from the films protagonist: “In a society with conflicting messages about not only the 

appropriate role for women, but also their changing–discontinuous–role, Pocahontas has 

modeled a stereotypical and unrealistically fluid transformation from self-indulgence to altruism 

for hundreds of thousands of women” (Dundes 2001:363). Dundes explains here that 

Pocahontas’ motivation behind her choices displays the stereotypical role of a woman. When 

they are young, women are allowed to make decisions for themselves. For Pocahontas this was 

not wanting to marry Kocoum–a choice her father disapproved of greatly. However, by the end 

of the film, Pocahontas has matured into the “ideal” woman who understands that it is not only 

necessary but expected of women to sacrifice their own happiness for others. This transition is 

deemed a prosocial growth towards something greater, something necessary to fully evolve from 

girlhood into womanhood. After briefly exploring dreams of adventure and independence, 

Pocahontas comes to realize that her true calling is to sacrifice her own happiness for the good of 

others, namely her family of orientation.  

 Through analyzing the dichotomy between the real Pocahontas and the one Disney 

created for a generation of children to enjoy–and in turn putting them in conversation with each 

other–it is clear that sacrifice of some kind is both encouraged and admirable for the Disney 

princesses. While this altruism is admirable, it is gendered in Disney films, only expected of the 

women. The true definition of feminism is tested in this seemingly progressive film as  

Pocahontas is: “bound to serve a community that does not share her interest in and tolerance for 

outsiders-after first enjoying an exciting period of adventure and romance which is abruptly 
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curtailed" (Dundes 2001:358). Pocahontas is believed to be the most feminist princess up until 

this point in the twentieth century, yet she is the individual who chooses to sacrifice her own 

personal happiness for the good of her family. Choice is equated to independence and feminism 

in this princess film and while Pocahontas has the independence to make her own choices, 

Disney forces her to choose the right one–the one that aligns with the patriarchal structure that 

every young woman will have to follow. While Pocahontas is an ambitious princess, she 

subscribes to societal expectations when she remains in America to help lead her tribe. One 

could compare this to the brief journey of freedom and exploration that women today experience 

during college, only to become fulltime mothers16. 

Pocahontas exemplifies the ways in which Western culture encourages women to make 

sacrifices for either their significant others or their family, curtailing their own potential and 

personal growth. Through these films we can see how American society is priming the female 

youth for the day they have to sacrifice everything, including their body, time, and dreams, for 

the ultimate higher calling of motherhood: “Early on, women are socialized to think that 

decisions based on relationships are appropriate, only to be told as they get older that to stay in 

relationships and make decisions based on them is egocentric–now negatively viewed. The new 

pressure to selflessly set aside bonds in relationships results in what Gilligan calls ‘a profound 

psychological loss’” (Dundes 2001:357). Christine Northrup, M.D., refers to this concept as 

“burnt toast syndrome” (Golden 1998:13). She believes that women in the process of sacrificing 

themselves learn to always accept the worst of any situation, leaving the best for everyone else. 

Settling for the scraps or the “burnt piece of toast” is something that women are encouraged to 

                                                
16 As reported from the Census Bureau in 2015, 38% of children have a mother who does not work outside of the 
home, with 69% of children living in a home with both parents. The second most common living arrangement is a 
child living with their single mother, at 23% (US Census Bureau 2015). 
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do and result many female health problems such as depression, painful sex, and anxiety (Golden 

1998:14). We see the “burnt toast” syndrome play out on the big screen as Pocahontas 

reluctantly says goodbye to both her desire for adventure and attachment to John Smith, instead 

realizing her familial obligations. It is clear that for women, there is only one choice: the right 

choice–a choice that is self-sacrificing and detrimental to the social advancement of womankind. 

  

Only When She’s Ping 
 

Through sacrificing her gender, identity, and almost her life, Mulan (1998) exposes us to 

a particularly interesting example of familial sacrifice. Unlike Pocahontas, Mulan follows a 

more historically accurate plot structure (Dong 2006:219). Based on a Chinese folk song, the 

film’s main conflict is an impending invasion of China during the Song dynasty and the heroine, 

Mulan, attempts to bring honor to her family while simultaneously saving her father. When her 

crippled war veteran father is called upon to serve in the Chinese army, Mulan decides that she 

must forego her female identity and reinvent herself as Ping, a new, male persona that can easily 

take the place of her father.  Not only is this the most extreme example of gender relationships17 

in the Disney princess films, but it also shows the two most drastic representations of gender in 

one singular character, with emphasis on what it means to be overtly masculine and feminine. 

The film exaggerates the roles of men and women in society only to conclude with a seemingly 

progressive message. In other words, the screenwriters show that Mulan represents what it means 

to be both female and male in Chinese society (through an American lens) but conclude that 

Mulan decided to make the choice that was traditionally feminine (she returns home) and 

disguise it as progressiveness. While the screenwriters claim that Mulan would be killed if she 

                                                
17 This is the only instance in which a Disney princess foregoes traditional feminine ideals and identity and becomes 
a man.  
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was found out to be a woman, the Song Dynasty was most famous for the increased status of 

women and the female war generals (Wang 2003). Once again, we see Disney abandoning 

historical accuracy in order to further propagate the patriarchal agenda. 

At the genesis of the film, Mulan is shown practicing for her meeting with the 

matchmaker and rehearsing what is considered to be the ideal qualities of a woman. This 

demure, fragile image is shattered by Mulan’s independent and quirky attitude that is shown as 

she finishes her chores and races to meet her mother in town. Upon her departure, her father 

says: “We are counting on you to uphold the family honor,” yet another father figure in the 

Disney Company basing his daughter’s worth on their ability and willingness to find a partner, 

get married, and have a family18. The way in which Mulan can aptly achieve such honor is 

debuted in the first sing-a-long of the film in which one lyric reads: “with good breeding, and a 

tiny waist, you’ll bring honor to us all.” This song is meant to shock the audience and set their 

expectations of feminist content as low as possible. Released in the late 90s, the audience knew 

that this was not the only way in which women added value to society. However, by reducing 

Mulan to a cog in the machine of patriarchy and biological reproduction, she and the female 

audience members are told that the only value a woman has is in reference to a man. We are 

meant to reject such an idea, such as Mulan dramatically rejects it by transforming herself into a 

man, only to later accept a more “progressive” ending that still undermines any feminist 

sentiments throughout the earlier narrative. Furthermore, this song emphasizes that appearance 

and obedience are of the utmost importance to men looking for a mate. It is clear that this is a 

way for Disney to create a juxtaposition between Mulan in the beginning of the film, fully 

dressed up in makeup, and later in the film when she becomes a man. Despite the intention to 

                                                
18 With seven of ten princesses having a father in their films, all are encouraged at some point to pursue a hetero-
romantic love narrative during a discussion with their father.  
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shock the audience through the minimization of the importance of women beyond their ability to 

secure an honorable match and Mulan’s subsequent acceptance of this societal fact, we are never 

told how Mulan feels about becoming a wife or her own desires. During her own ballad, she 

laments about when her “reflection” in the mirror will match the person she is inside. Admitting 

this is not the life she envisions for herself, Mulan rejects that this is the only way to bring honor 

to her family. However, she never expresses what she believes would honor her own dreams and 

desires. She is radical in her approach to acquiring this honor, but it is still in the name of her 

family of orientation. This song is thus an exaggeration of Chinese customs during the Song 

dynasty meant to distress the audience early on, only to make them more accepting of the sexist 

material that is later described as progressive.  

As Mulan symbolically cuts her hair off with the sword she will one day take to battle, 

we as an audience are supposed to admire her bravery but question whether she is making the 

right choice. We are told to be uncomfortable and shown how foreign a concept this is by the 

way Mulan clumsily makes her entrance into the military camp, indicating this transition and 

performance are wrong. Disney is therefore implying that performing anything other than the 

gender associated with your sex is wrong and unnatural. Mulan’s dedication to her family is clear 

as she is willing to risk her life for her father, but she is simultaneously dishonoring her family 

by pretending to be a man. Her sidekick throughout this adventure, a disgraced dragon protector 

of the Fa family, even declares that they are doomed: “all because Miss Man decided to take her 

drag show on the road” (Bancroft et al. 1998). This remark alone is cause for discussion about 

the way Disney is depicting Mulan’s decision to become a man. Furthermore, this indicates the 

ways in which the Disney Company is attempting to relate to the adults that are consuming this 

media as well. While it is a G-rated film, this comment is clearly not meant for the children in 
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the audience, but rather for the entertainment and engagement of their parents accompanying 

them. The intention behind these decisions are absolutely imperative to understand the ways in 

which Disney is attempting to create a new age heroine, while simultaneously sending subtle 

messaging about the ways in which women are still not able to reach their full potential. Mulan is 

not Pocahontas, she never expresses desire to venture out and see the world. Instead she shows 

disappointment from not fulfilling her potential as a woman, when she fails in her meeting with 

the matchmaker, all the while fearing for her father’s life. This disappointment and fear is what 

pushes Mulan to decide to become a man, not personal desire or ambition. Through failing as a 

stereotypical woman, she decides to sacrifice her life and identity to save her father, giving up 

any possibility of attaining personal gratification. 

While the coming scenes of Mulan transforming herself into a strong and powerful 

individual should therefore empower women, it is only in her male form that she is permitted to 

achieve such strength and respect. In arguably the most memorable song of the film, “I’ll Make a 

Man Out of You,” the opening stanza is as follows:  

“Let’s get down to business, to defeat the Huns 
Did they send me daughters, when I asked for sons? 
You’re the saddest bunch I’ve ever met, but you can bet before we’re through 
Mister, I’ll make a man out of you” (Bancroft et al. 1998) 
 

This is the moment in which the audience is rooting for Mulan to succeed at her army training, 

watching her fail repeatedly before finally proving herself. However, it’s clearly troubling that 

femininity here is so closely tied to negativity and lack of strength. After it is discovered that she 

is a woman, she is abandoned and loses all the power she gained through her gender 

transformation. Spared of the death penalty, the audience watches Mulan fail for the second time, 

again as a woman. While she saves her troop from the Huns and is able to prevent what would 

have been a slaughter as they were greatly outnumbered, her gender undermines and erases all 
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the good she has done. Determined to save the Emperor, Mulan shows resilience and bravery in 

returning as a woman to help the army. However, she is once again rejected and doubted. In the 

final battle scene, Mulan’s clever war strategy is to dress up her comrades as women in order to 

distract members of the Hun army and eventually defeat the villain, Shan Yu. Using fruit as 

breasts, Disney animators and screenwriters reduce women’s power and equate their worth to 

their sex appeal, while once again playing with the idea of gender transformation.  

Figure 3: Mulan’s male comrades dressed as concubines to distract the Hun army 
(Belmore 2014).  
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 As a male in the army, Mulan is able to handle cannons and swords, but as a woman, she 

is stripped of this power and left only with her sexuality, which she uses to transform her 

comrades into women for comedic relief. This final fight scene is important because it comes full 

circle in terms of defying gender norms, now with the hyper masculine characters in the film 

performing Disney’s version of womanhood. It is very clearly referencing cross-gender dressing 

for an audience that cannot fully understand its nuances, while trivializing it in the process. 

Unfortunately, the films conclusion falls short in that it does not allow Mulan to keep up with the 

boys and show her strength and power as the female soldier she was all along. Previously, Mulan 

fearlessly ran at her attackers, though as a woman, she is shown frantically running away hoping 

to be saved by her clever wit. Through her loss of Ping, Mulan similarly loses the ability to 

garner respect in the same capacity and must resort to hyper-feminine power tactics.  

After Mulan has saved China from the Huns, she dutifully returns home to her father to 

present him with medals of honor. While she is offered a job on the council of the Emperor, she 

respectfully declines and chooses to instead return to the rightful place of a woman–the domestic 

sphere. This is where we see the undermining of all the progressive material in the rest of the 

film. Mulan does earn the respect as a leader from the Emperor, but she chooses to forego that 

path of power and intellect for a domestic life with her family. It is through this choice that the 

Disney Company once again makes subtle hints at what is expected of women. We are told to be 

okay with this because it was her decision, and when given the option, she chose family. While 

we do not know what Mulan would prefer as we did with Pocahontas, we do know that she 

sacrifices her personal desires in general throughout the entire film, first in her transformation 

into a warrior and second back into the domestic sphere, finding her “happily ever after” with her 

former army captain, Li Shang. While most of their relationship was based on the friendship 
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between two male soldiers, it is implied by the end of the film that Li Shang is in love with 

Mulan. After defying gender norms and engaging in wartime activities most commonly 

associated with men throughout the film, Mulan concludes with the female protagonist returning 

to her proper, more feminine place: the home. 

 

Domestic and Dreamy 
 

The two films discussed thus far are widely considered the most feminist, progressive 

Disney princess films. Despite this progressive claim, the protagonists’ independence and 

progress are undermined through their respective decisions of sacrifice. We as an audience are 

left satisfied and impressed but subtly swayed as women to believe that the right position for our 

gender is always one of domesticity and family as the first priority. With these two films both 

created at the tail end of the twentieth century, we see the messages from the original princess 

films becoming subtler but more sinister. Despite the ability to choose their own paths, the 

princesses still choose hetero-romantic love, but not one that is typical in reality:  

“Theorists of heteronormativity suggest that the power of heteronormativity is that 
heterosexuality is assumed, mundane, ordinary, and expected. In contrast, we find that in 
these films, while it is certainly assumed, heterosexuality is very often not ordinary or 
mundane. Rather, romantic heterosexual relationships are portrayed as a special, distinct, 
exceptional form of relationship, different from all others. Characters frequently defy 
parents, their culture, or their very selves to embrace a hetero-romantic love that is 
transformative, powerful, and (literally) magical” (Martin and Kazyak 2009:324). 
 

In other words, in Disney films, the romantic relationships are depicted as life-altering, all-

encompassing, and for lack of a better word, miraculous. This is fascinating because there is a 

disconnect between what theorists believe is society’s problem in accepting anything other than 

heterosexuality and what the media industry imagines heterosexual love to be. The love-at-first-

sight narrative implies that there is an out of body experience when meeting the love of your life 
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or soulmate. This can often seem like a device to imply that heterosexual love is what is most 

natural. In the world of children’s media, this is not always necessarily a problem. Rather, it has 

become an archetype that Disney has adopted as their signature characteristic of every children’s 

animated film they produce. At the G-rated level of films, movies produced under a Disney 

owned production company are more likely to have hetero-romantic material than those not 

produced by Disney (Martin and Kazyak 2009:323).  

 Portrayals of hetero-romantic love in these films generally culminate in a dramatic kiss 

that seals the couple together for life. However, that is the extent of the sexuality portrayed. 

Beyond that kiss, there is absolutely no sexuality portrayed or discussed in the Disney films in 

regard to their heterosexual relationships, rather it lies in the animation and sexual innuendos that 

are geared towards parents. For women, sexuality is often equated to their level of attractiveness 

with sex appeal defining what our society deems beautiful. With studies showing that people are 

more likely to identify with and enjoy watching an attractive character in a film (Smith et al. 

2010:776), it is no surprise that Disney draws their princesses to fit American ideals for the 

female body. As the audience watches, women and girls alike want to be the Princess, and men 

want to possess her. The same can be considered for young girls consuming the material, being 

exposed to the American thin ideal and the close ties between femininity and beauty, even while 

still in diapers (Coyne et al. 2016:1912). In 1999 when the franchise was homogenized, children 

across America sported Disney princess backpacks and lunchboxes. Having each royal member 

standing next to one another was alarming–they all look the same.  
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When the only things changing are dresses and hair color, it is easy to see how the 

packaging of these princesses together has created a very specific feminine ideal. Despite race 

and historical time period, each princess is made to fit neatly with the rest: big eyes, oversized 

lips, sparkling ball gowns, and coy smiles. They are brought together despite the style of 

animation under which they were originally produced and made to look modern with the most 

modern being made to look more antiquated19. They are made to function as a team, each 

bringing just enough diversity to seem an independent woman, but similar enough not to disrupt 

their ability to be mass marketed to American society. When they are depicted together, they are 

never interacting with one another like they are friends. Rather, all looking in different directions 

not bothered by the princesses standing to their left and right.  

                                                
19 In the photo above, Rapunzel from Tangled is drawn to look two-dimensional despite being produced with 
animation technology far superior to that of the rest of the Princesses. 

Figure 4: The ten Disney Princesses as they are packaged and marketed by the Disney 
Company (Omanski 2014). 
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So, what do these princesses offer beyond their attractiveness? With opportunities beyond 

motherhood to pursue, it could be much more difficult for these princesses to consistently choose 

their designated romance plot. Of the princesses with opportunities to pursue that require diverse 

skillsets, the princesses either turn down the role for love or pursue the prospect, though these 

still exist in the domestic sphere20. As for passions, the most notable is Belle’s passion for 

reading. While this may seem progressive as none of the other princesses are depicted as 

intellectuals, Belle is shown reading for a total of seven seconds during the entire film and is 

repeatedly mocked as “odd” by townspeople. Furthermore, it is important to note what she is 

reading. She tells us that her favorite part of her book is when the protagonist meets “prince 

charming” but she doesn’t know it is him “until chapter three”. The subjects of the books Belle 

loves so much once again bring us back to the mundane, heteronormative romance plot that 

confines these princesses to lives of domesticity. With these films disguising sexism behind 

messages of false feminism, the princesses demonstrate that choosing family over personal 

gratification is the only prosocial behavior. This message primes young women to abandon their 

dreams and careers for the sake of their future or current family. In the end, as a result of the 

everlasting influence these films hold over society, girls across the country believe that the right 

choice when faced with a fork in the river is the domestic one.  

 
  

                                                
20 Mulan chooses to forego job on Emperor’s council, Tiana pursues a traditionally female career of cooking and 
baking, and Pocahontas chooses to remain in America and serve her people as the princess of the tribe. 
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Chapter II: Motherless 

 As a child, there is one human being you depend on from birth for food, care, protection, 

and survival: your mother. A parent’s success is judged by their ability to selflessly nurture their 

young as long as is needed. Women are expected to see to the fact that their child grows up, 

flourishes, and becomes an outstanding member of society. If this does not happen, for whatever 

reason, they are at fault: “In other words, to raise children as fully functioning members of a 

patriotic and capitalist society, women must wholeheartedly embrace the physical and emotional 

labor involved in childcare and domesticity” (Brydon 2009:133). Parents must commit 

themselves to spending every day nurturing the physical, emotional, and spiritual lives of their 

children, never stopping to nurture themselves and always having the burnt piece of toast21. This 

expectation typically falls on the mother.  

This is not to take away from a male’s ability and desire to care for and raise a child, 

however, it is only to say that women are given the ability to biologically conceive, carry, birth, 

and subsequently feed children through their first year of life. Ideally, this would indicate that the 

mother figure is important in the process of raising a child, though historically, and specifically 

in the times of Brothers Grimm–the nineteenth century authors behind many Princess stories–the 

leading cause of death for women was childbirth. This left a gap in the biological family unit, 

often filled by the father remarrying a younger bride. In some cases, the gap was never filled. 

Consequently, the vacancy led to an undermining of the value of motherhood in folklore and 

fairy tales of the time. Without the protection of the biological mother, one can understand how 

the helpless princess protagonists of these tales would be susceptible to the malicious actions of 

                                                
21 This is in reference to the “burnt toast” syndrome spoken about in the previous chapter. Women are expected to 
always take the least desirable outcome for themselves, putting everyone else first.  
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villainous outsiders. However, as these stories were repeated over time and brought into the age 

of modern medicine, thus continuing to be told despite the maternal mortality rate declining, the 

shortage of maternal figures in fairy tales persisted. This shortage carried over into films, 

becoming one of the most obvious common threads woven throughout every Disney princess 

film. 

The Disney Company decided to carry this lack of biological mothers throughout most of 

their adapted films. Of the familial units presented in the movies analyzed in this paper, only four 

out of ten Disney princesses have a biological mother who is alive, and only two have a mother 

that they speak to at any point in the film.22 As Tanner notes, “The value that Disney animated 

films places on family is likely consistent with the values that most parents and family 

professionals want to instill in children” (Tanner et al. 2003:367). With that in mind, Disney 

must support this notion that motherhood is overvalued in American society. However, Disney 

fails to recognize that without a mother, the traditional nuclear family would cease to exist. 

Therefore, the absence of a mother in the Princess films comes across as overtly misogynistic. 

That’s not to say that Disney is naïve in understanding the necessity of women in producing 

children. On the contrary, they believe that a mother’s utility expires directly following 

childbirth.  

While the continued lack of “good”23 mothering (or more often a lack of mothering in 

general) in Princess films could be a representation of the sacrificial role women play in society, 

I believe it more importantly undermines the value of motherhood. If and when the mother is 

present in the Princess films, her role is either overshadowed by her husband or used as a prop or 

                                                
22 The only princesses who have biological mothers who are alive are Aurora (Sleeping Beauty), Mulan, Tiana (The 
Princess and the Frog), and Rapunzel (Tangled), with only Mulan and Tiana having any dialogue with their 
mothers. 
23 Good can be defined here as a relationship that is perceived by the audience as positive, involved, and loving. 
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set piece, rather than holding any real narrative substance. For example, in Tangled, after 

spending sixteen years away from her biological mother, Rapunzel’s conflict is resolved when 

she joyfully reunites with her biological parents. However, this reunion consists of a hug shared 

between Rapunzel and the queen, unaccompanied by any dialogue, effectively turning the queen 

into a narrative tool to convey Rapunzel’s contentment.  

When a Princess’ biological mother is not present, she is supplanted with an evil adult 

figure who takes advantage of the protagonist’s vulnerability. Furthermore, this adult most often 

takes the form of a female villain who replaces the mother in some capacity24. If we consider 

each Disney princess film a product of their time, we can easily see the evolution of the 

importance or necessity of the mother figure in history. For example, Snow White and the Seven 

Dwarfs was released during the Great Depression, during a time when watching a handsome 

prince save an impoverished orphan was extremely attractive to the public (Juschka 2001:22). 

There is no biological mother or father mentioned in the entire film, just an evil stepmother 

determined to eliminate her stepchild. This narrative probably resonated with many people 

experiencing lack of parental guidance. It was similarly enticing as Snow White was provided 

with a simple escape from poverty at the culmination of the film. That being said, this magical 

escape continues to resonate with viewers beyond its original Great Depression audience, having 

delighted American consumers for years beyond its release. In fact, estimates suggest the film 

has grossed over six billion dollars throughout its lifetime, after adjusting for inflation (Johnson 

2017).  

                                                
24 Sixty percent of all the Disney princesses have female villains. They all similarly do not have mothers. Of the 
remaining two motherless princesses, both antagonists are men that are trying to sexually possess them.  
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Conversely, in three of the five movies produced in the late twentieth century25, the 

mother’s absence is not even dignified with a mention of her death. Instead, she is completely 

invisible and utterly irrelevant. Many believe that this deliberate elimination of the mother is a 

reaction to what some perceived as the negative effects of overmothering during the mid-

twentieth century. Maybe through choosing to underrepresent mothers, Disney aimed to 

overcompensate for time periods where women were seen as having too much power and control 

over children. However, this fails to explain the other-parents and fictive kinship phenomenon 

described in the next chapter (Holcomb, Latham, and Fernandez-Baca 2015:1976). Evidently, 

the lack of motherhood was not a major deterrent for audiences to flock to see these films; Snow 

White and the Seven Dwarfs, Cinderella, and Aladdin were all the highest grossing films in the 

respective years they were released (Brydon 2009:132). For a company that claims to be magical 

and much more interested in fantasy rather than reality, why would Disney consistently make 

choices that exclude a cardinal member of a child’s life from their narratives? Through the 

evaluation of motherhood in these films, we are given further insight into the value of women at 

the time as well as the messages we continue to repeat to children today.  

 

Forced to Fall in Love with Love 

 Beyond the commonality of missing mothers, there is another similarity that every 

Disney princess film shares: love as a means for the reinforcement of the patriarchy. The 

protagonist is always involved in a heterosexual romance narrative that almost always ends in 

marriage. In Lisa Fraustino’s “Nearly Everyone Gets Twitterpated: Disney’s Version of 

                                                
25 The Little Mermaid, Beauty and the Beast, and Aladdin all have no mention of a mother to the protagonist.  
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Mothering”26, she explains that it is through the romance plot that girls are taught patriarchal 

order: “Disney’s ‘timeless masterpieces’ contribute to the reproduction of mothering not by 

animating the realities of marriage, childbirth, and mothering work for girls to model after but 

instead by twitterpating girls into idealizing the romance that leads to the making of the 

traditional patriarchal family of the American Dream” (Fraustino 2015:129). Through the 

absence of the negative realities of maternity, Disney is able to romanticize the path that leads to 

motherhood by emphasizing the importance of finding true love. In addition, Disney 

subsequently ends each Princess film with a wedding scene and a happily ever after. These films 

do not convince young girls to aspire for motherhood by depicting commendable mother-child 

relationships; they make girls fall in love with a fantasy world they expect to enter the day of 

their wedding.  

This imagined reality follows a standard archetype: a man courts a woman and makes 

grand gestures to express his love. But the story ends on the day of the wedding; we as an 

audience are not privy to the aftermath of marriage and childrearing that takes place in these 

Princesses’ lives. This could cause an expectation amongst women to desire for the courting 

process of a relationship more so than the actual partnership. After they are no longer being 

“chased” by their future mate, they lose interest, feeling the relationship could never be as 

exciting or flattering as the courtship. As an audience, we aren’t given access to see the ways in 

which these characters navigate their marriages after the wedding. The wedding is the climax; 

thus, the marriage is all downhill from there. With many crediting the loss of the sanctity of 

marriage to the rising divorce rates, it is possible Princess films play a role in couples not 

knowing what to do after they say, “I do.”  The actual relationship is something we never get to 

                                                
26 Popularized by the 1942 Disney film Bambi, the term “twitterpated” is an adjective which means infatuated or 
obsessed.  
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witness because the protagonist herself most likely never experienced it as a child, having lacked 

relationships with either biological parent. As a result, the dreams and desires that drive the 

action of the heroines of these films ultimately serve the patriarchal necessity to produce 

mothers, by convincing young girls to strive for love (Fraustino 2015:132). Even when their 

dreams aren’t necessarily to obtain a husband, a hetero-romantic relationship ends up being the 

means in which their dreams are fulfilled27. This only reinforces Silvia Federici’s point that 

vilified women are used as a tool to keep patriarchal order. In addition, what women are told to 

aspire to be similarly confines them to a life of forced domesticity (Federici 2014).  

Furthermore, there is even a layer of ventriloquism within the animation sphere. 

Animators and screen writers at the production of most of the Disney princess films were men, 

animating images of the ideal woman and speaking for that same ideal woman (Fraustino 

2015:135). Consequently, this implies that the right path to womanhood is one that includes 

domesticity and caretaking. Therefore, these princesses are just mouthpieces for what men 

believe the female experience is. Men are continuing to tell women when, how, and what they 

should want. This becomes an issue as many anthropologists have studied the differences 

between the manner in which men and women tell the same stories. In From the Beast to the 

Blonde, Marina Warner explains the differences between male and female storytelling using 

anthropologist Reimar Schefold’s work on Mentawains in Indonesia as an example (Warner 

1995:208). She explains that Schefold found that when telling the same Indonesian folktale, the 

female emphasized the control in which women had over their dowry and the activity and spirit 

of supporting female characters. When men recounted the tale, the roles of women were 

generally downplayed. Therefore, if women are recounting their own experiences differently 

                                                
27 Aladdin’s magic carpet rides and unique view on life ultimately inspire Jasmine to see the world beyond her 
palace gates. Aladdin is not necessarily the dream, but he becomes the key to the dream.  
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than men, it is clear that we will continue to see female protagonists’ stories through a patriarchal 

lens. As long as women are not leading the creation process, we will continue to see films that 

suffer from the same consequences. When it comes to Disney, every princess film from 1937 to 

2010 has been directed by a man28, granting him unilateral power over what generations of 

women believe they should want, or what their life experience should be. This problem extends 

beyond The Walt Disney Company: since the start of the Academy Awards in 1929, only four 

women have ever been awarded Best Director (high success rate considering only five have been 

nominated in the first place). With male dominance in the film industry becoming clearer than 

ever in 201829, it is obvious to see the ways in which media constructed for children can be used 

as a societal tool to not only maintain the status quo, but also to further the patriarchal system 

and sexism ever-present in the United States.  

   

Only One Can Survive 

The concept of an evil mother may be considered a narrative necessity to allow for the 

independence and growth of the heroine. Without a supportive, loving mother, the princess is 

forced to blaze her own path and rely on her fairy or forest friends for support. This concept is 

referred to as separation-individuation by psychologists who study it (Wynns and Rosenfeld 

2003:92). In order for a child to grow into an adult themselves, they must separate themselves 

from their parents, or in this case their mother, in order to grow into an individual. Therefore, by 

this standard, if these princesses all had mother figures, they would be unable to enter into 

                                                
28 Disney’s Frozen is famously directed by a woman but is not considered a part of the Princess franchise. 
29 The film industry was rocked in October 2017 with the breaking of the Harvey Weinstein scandal. After many 
actresses came forward reporting sexual misconduct, it opened the floodgates for a complete evaluation of the 
industry as a whole. To combat the power dynamics existing in Hollywood, actresses have started a Time’s Up 
campaign, expressing their frustration with mistreatment and subjugation.  
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adulthood themselves and become wives and mothers. This may be an extreme take on a very 

real phenomenon that happens with mothers and daughters. For example, a daughter is 

completely dependent on and attached to her mother until reaching adolescence, during which 

she may enjoy brief independence before becoming attached to her husband (DelRosso 

2015:527). This process makes it difficult for Disney to show that these Princesses are 

independent and interesting when they are constantly dependent on another human, aside from 

this small window. Perhaps it is these times of solitude that Disney finds most thematically 

attractive.  

We can also look at how a daughter and an elder female figure are pitted against one 

another in a struggle in which only one can survive. In other words, the two women are 

competing for something. In Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs, the Princess and her stepmother 

are competing to be “the fairest of them all” and long for the supposed affection of the king. Due 

to beauty ideals, the two women will never be able to hold the affection of same man 

simultaneously, with one the picture of youth and beauty and the other approaching menopause. 

When a woman is no longer attractive to men looking to reproduce, they are condemned or 

systematically eliminated from film. In the other princess films, if the villain and princess are not 

in direct competition with one another, they then represent a polar opposite set of values and 

personality traits, further emphasizing what is a positive feminine trait and what is not accepted 

by society. There are subtle hints in the manner in which Disney enacts this. Namely, in the 

manner in which the villainesses are drawn and animated.  
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One of the clearest examples of this dichotomy of good vs. evil is in the animation of 

Ursula, the evil sea witch, and Ariel from The Little Mermaid. While Ariel is petite, white, royal, 

and clearly depicted with just the acceptable amount of both sexuality and innocence, Ursula is 

her antithesis. Ursula is four times the size as Ariel, voluptuous, animalistic, and darkly colored. 

Her short, white, masculine haircut combined with her purple skin deliberately contrasts Ariel’s 

flowing, fiery red locks. Animated as half octopus and half human, she joins three other 

villainesses who are similarly depicted as slightly reptilian or animalistic30. Full of pride, 

confidence, and power, Ursula emphasizes her sexuality far more than is acceptable for a 

woman: “A sexually active woman, then, was a public danger, a threat to the social order as she 

subverted a man’s sense of responsibility, and his capacity for work and self-control” (Federici 

2014:191). In other words, women, such as Ursula, who display and enjoy their sexuality are a 

                                                
30 Villains from Sleeping Beauty, The Princess and the Frog, and Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs have all been 
compared to reptiles or similar animals.  

Figure 5: Ariel and Ursula discuss the terms of their agreement before Ariel becomes 
human (Naughton 2016).  
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threat not only to monogamy, but also to the nuclear family as a whole. When this is not the case 

in other villainesses, they are instead stripped of their sexuality as their masculine physical traits 

are emphasized. Furthermore, there is no in between for women in general, especially in film. 

They are completely one dimensional and lack any true complexity: good or wicked, young or 

haggard, beautiful or ugly, sexual or chaste (Barzilai 1990:520). Women depicted in the Princess 

films follow this archetype: they are confined into neat and easily digestible characters that not 

only align with patriarchal values, but also undermine the complexity of motherhood and female 

adolescence.  

 

A Real Mother 

 Released in 2010, Tangled chronicles the most recent protagonist to be inducted into the 

official Disney princess club. Based on the fairy tale Rapunzel, Disney takes the time old tale 

and adds a new spin. Set in a fictional time and space, Rapunzel is the daughter of a king and 

queen as her story is narrated by her future love interest, Flynn Ryder (once again, a man tells a 

woman’s tale). We learn that during the Queen’s pregnancy with Rapunzel, she became gravely 

ill and was forced to drink the nectar from a magical healing flower in order to survive. 

Unbeknownst to the royal family, this flower was used by an evil woman named Gothel for 

hundreds of years to stay young and beautiful. Gothel, knowing that the royal child would 

possess the power of the flower, kidnapped Rapunzel and forced her to live in her tower. The 

King and Queen then release lanterns into the sky every year on Rapunzel’s birthday, hoping 

their princess will return. Consumed by the lanterns, Rapunzel eventually disobeys Mother 

Gothel and escapes the tower on a forbidden journey to find the twinkling lights. On this 

adventure she finds love, defeats Gothel, and returns to her biological royal family. Like 
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previous Princess films, Rapunzel’s biological mother is absent from her entire childhood. 

Though she is still alive, she does not have any dialogue with her daughter. Rather, the Queen’s 

primary role in the film serves as a fleeting moment utilized only to frame the narrative, as the 

following ninety-or-so minutes leave her behind. This follows the standard Disney narrative that 

a woman peaks with marriage and quickly produces an heir, only for her life to become opaque 

to the viewer. In the Queen’s specific pregnancy, she not only peaks with marriage and 

childbirth–she is replaced by her daughter as the result of her pregnancy constitutes the entire 

film. On top of this, she is supplanted by a vain replacement mother who commodifies the 

heroine for her own selfish gain.  

Within the absence of a good biological mother, we as an audience are left to understand 

what motherhood is through an evil replacement mother. This clear emphasis on women who are 

not good mothers only exacerbates the high standard women are held to in the realm of 

domesticity and beauty. For example, within the last few years, women have reported the 

phenomenon of being “mommy shamed”31 by other women on social media or in person. The 

evil attributes of the villain mothers in Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs and Cinderella only 

reinforce what society believes a mother should be. Unlike stepmothers of early Disney films, in 

Tangled (2010), Mother Gothel is the “adoptive” mother of Rapunzel, with no special powers. 

She is not a witch, nor can she turn into a dragon like Sleeping Beauty’s Maleficent. Instead, she 

kidnaps baby Rapunzel whose hair has the power to grant immorality and beauty to those who 

know how to use it. Thus, in an effort to stay young forever, Gothel’s sexuality poses as an 

antithesis to motherhood. Escaping mortality and maintaining her youthful appearance are 

Gothel’s only initiatives, making her an extremely one dimensional narrative character. This 

                                                
31 Women are held to such a high standard once they become mothers that now strangers feel comfortable critiquing 
other women’s ability and decision making within their family. There is no equal version of this for the man. 
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personal determination to stay young is prevalent in American society and represented in most 

fairy tales in which the patriarchal voice comes out, just as it does from the Magic Mirror32 

(DelRosso 2015:528). From costly and dramatic plastic surgery procedures to pricy youth 

serums and creams, women in America are told that a youthful appearance is not only desired 

but necessary for acceptance in society. In Darlene Juschka’s “Disney and Fundamentalism” she 

illuminates an essential fact when understanding the importance of these messages: “Narrative 

vehicles are all the more effective in the enumeration of social values, rather than simply stating 

them outright” (Juschka 2001:26). Therefore, it is no surprise that in five of of the ten Princess33 

films, a female villain is jealous of the heroine’s youth and beauty in some capacity.  

Disney films not only reveal societal views of motherhood, but also comment on non-

traditional mothers. In Gothel's portrayal of adoption she reveals some prosocial and maternal 

behavior towards Rapunzel, while regularly insulting and stifling the child’s self-confidence. It is 

a confusing picture of adoption for children to consume. In Jeana DelRosso’s “Detangling 

Motherhood: Adoption Narratives in Disney’s Tangled”, she explains that Gothel represents the 

current imagined cultural picture of adoptive parents: people who “steal” children from their real 

parents and never love the child as much as their biological parents would have (DelRosso 

2015:521). She notes that there is still a contemporary blurred line between abduction and 

adoption with many countries closing their borders for international adoptions due to ethical 

issues surrounding the process. This concept of the commodification of adoption is one that 

plays out in the film as Gothel uses Rapunzel for her magic hair (DelRosso 2015:524). Once the 

                                                
32 In Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs, the Magic Mirror symbolizes male judgement of beauty and reinforces 
gender power dynamics. Additionally, having the Magic Mirror’s approval is each female characters’ utmost goal.   
33 The five films are Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs, Cinderella, Sleeping Beauty, The Little Mermaid, and 
Tangled.  
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princess is relocated, willingly or unwillingly, from biological parent to adoptive, the child 

becomes a good in an economic exchange.  

Gothel plays into society’s fear of the intentions of adoptive parents and validates their 

concerns. We are given subtle hints that Mother Gothel could never be Rapunzel’s real parent 

through her appearance. Unlike Rapunzel’s long, straight, blonde hair, Gothel’s hair is black, 

curly, and voluminous. Relying on the binary of dark meaning evil and light meaning good, 

Tangled comments on societal ideals of adoption, beauty, and race through this animation 

(DelRosso 2015:523). Even the manner in which Rapunzel refers to her adoptive mother as 

“Mother Gothel” is unnatural and a signal that there is something wrong with the picture being 

painted for the audience. However, it is made explicitly clear that Gothel is not a typically evil 

stepparent, rather, she is just a bad mother. In her song “Mother Knows Best,” Gothel attempts to 

prevent and subdue the separation-individuation process by undermining Rapunzel’s confidence 

and instilling her with fear of the outside world:  

Figure 6: Mother Gothel and Rapunzel before Rapunzel’s escape from the tower 
(Oh My Disney 2016).  
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“Mother knows best, take it from your mumsy,  
On your own you won’t survive. 
Sloppy, underdressed, immature, clumsy,  
Please, they’ll eat you up alive” (Conli et al. 2011). 

 
Gothel does not use physical force or magic to hinder Rapunzel, rather she uses a much more 

realistic and relatable tactic to stop her from flourishing: bullying. It is through this method that 

modern audiences can empathize and relate to Rapunzel’s experience of constant verbal sticks 

and stones. We are also reminded that women are naturally enemies, always returning to 

competition rather than coexisting.  

Despite Gothel’s attempts to stop Rapunzel from discovering her real identity, the 

princess strips her captor of any maternity the instant she uncovers the truth. With the removal of 

the maternal affection shown to Rapunzel in the beginning of the film, Gothel is completely 

transformed to the signature Disney villain. To complement this new persona, she goes so far as 

to stab Rapunzel’s love interest. In order for Rapunzel’s true34 family to return to the narrative, 

the screenwriters needed to remove humanity from Gothel and eliminate her. Therefore, at the 

conclusion of the film, when Rapunzel’s hair is cut off, removing its magical property, Gothel 

shrivels into an unrecognizable object and is tripped out the window by Rapunzel’s pet gecko. Of 

course, Disney employs the animal sidekick, whose main service is comic relief, to actually kill 

Gothel. This ensures that Rapunzel and her love interest are merely victims and have no 

culpability in her death. Like any female villain killed at the end of a Princess movie, she must 

transform into a monster-like lifeform, so her murder can be seen as justified and necessary. It is 

only when Gothel is dead, for example, that Rapunzel’s biological mother can return to the 

narrative structure. As DelRosso explains:  

                                                
34 True here means biological; I am not saying that adoptive families are not real kinship structures. 
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“The single adoptive mother Gothel does not serve the patriarchy and therefore–must 
not–re/dis/place the biological mother. For its intended audience of children, the film 
encodes and reaffirms the role of the adoptive mother as false and vilified, causing such 
ideology to seep into our cultural unconscious, planting in the very young beliefs about 
family and motherhood that will be difficult to uproot” (DelRosso 2015:530).  

 

Wicked Witches 

 After examining the roles in which women are allowed to possess–namely wife/partner to 

a man, dedicated member of their family, and mother–it is important to evaluate the final female 

role in Disney princess films: wicked witch. While I have already mentioned these villainous 

women in the context of other female characters, it is important to unpack their larger role in 

society. Silvia Federici’s mission in Caliban and the Witch is to show how the transformation 

from feudalism to capitalism worsened conditions for women and sent them even further into 

subjugation under male rule. Despite living under the realities of a feudalist patriarchy during 

medieval times, women experienced freedom in the town commons and had the ability to form 

meaningful social relationships with people outside their nuclear family structures. After the 

transition to capitalism, Federici explains how women’s bodies were taken out of the commons 

and thus metaphorically became the commons. In other words, their bodies became necessary for 

the production of workers, and ownership over their reproductive organs was no longer theirs:  

“Women were also more negatively impacted by the enclosures because as soon as land 
was privatized and monetary relations began to dominate economic life, they found it 
more difficult than men to support themselves, being increasingly confined to 
reproductive labor at the very time when this work was being completely devalued” 
(Federici 2014:97). 

 
Reproductive labor excluded women from taking part in capitalism, a system which would later 

deem them inferior to their male counterpart. Their value lies in their ability to be exploited in 

the process of creating more workers for the capitalistic gains of the men who control them. 
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Federici explains that it is through the witch hunts of the sixteenth and seventeenth century that 

were used as tool for societal control of women.  

The autonomy that feudalism once fostered for women had been completely eliminated, 

leaving a woman’s social status diminished and thus transforming her into a physical interest of 

the state. Their bodies became a location where both state and capital sought control over and in 

which each had vested interest. Without feudalism, women could only offer their bodies to 

contribute to the functioning of the new system. Any defiance of this social order was met by 

extreme force, specifically public painful deaths for the women embodying this rebellion. 

Entering into the twenty-first century in a time where capitalism is at an all-time high in the 

United States, we see the manner in which media reflects the sentiments of society. It is through 

my comparison to the witch hunts and the “witches” depicted in Disney princess films that I 

draw conclusions about what society deems unacceptable for a woman. In a capitalist society, 

there is no room for an elderly woman. She provides no value in physical or reproductive labor 

and therefore poses a threat to society. Women similarly live longer than men, so there was often 

a high chance that this woman’s husband has died, leaving her under the control of no one. This 

is seen in every Disney princess villains’ desire for youth and beauty. With youth, comes value 

for these women, without it they are villainized. If a good older woman is depicted, she is 

portrayed a frumpy, whimsical, and subsequently ostracized by the rest of society.  

Additionally, a single woman is a threat to society because they are not under a man’s 

control or in the process of reproductive labor. From Ursula the sea witch in The Little Mermaid 

to the evil stepmother in Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs, these female villains are single, 

powerful, and therefore evil. Without being included in a nuclear family, these women can’t be 

trusted: “The stepmother seems wicked for this very reason; she is not part of a family enclosure; 
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and her own house, a castle full of skeletons, spider webs, and rats, represents a home deprived 

of domesticity” (Ayres 2003:41). Synonymous with domesticity, a woman who lives outside this 

sphere is feared and therefore condemned. These stepmothers often do not have children of their 

own and represent the unsexed woman that Lady Macbeth originally created. Sterile, aging, and 

in control of their own lives, they represent a threat to the patriarchal order under which 

capitalism has thrived. Just as an “unsexed” woman is undesirable, as is an overtly sexual 

female. As previously mentioned when talking about animation of female villains, promiscuous 

women are similarly condemned. With overt sexuality comes the assumption that the sexual 

relations being had are not in pursuit of childbearing, rather for pleasure. Naturally, in a society 

that depends on women becoming pregnant, it should come as no surprise that having sexual 

relations for pleasure is denied to women. In modern times, we see this manifest in health 

insurance companies not covering birth control medicine for women and abortion constantly 

Figure 7: Maleficent from Sleeping Beauty, drawn as an animalistic, 
eerie representation of a woman dehumanized due to her power (Clarke 
2014). 
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being a debated topic. Still in 2018, women struggle to maintain control over their own 

reproductive organs.  

This shift of women’s bodies from the private to public domain was the first step towards 

the dehumanization of women that was necessary to completing the witch-hunts that would later 

occur: “I further argue that the intensification of the persecution of ‘witches,’ and the new 

disciplinary methods that the state adopted in this period to regulate procreation and break 

women’s control over reproduction, are also to be traced to this crisis” (Federici 2014). These 

witch hunts would cease in that we no longer persecute women which result in physical death. 

Rather, through media, we systematically suppress women through the condemnation of any 

attributes that do not align with the capitalistic and patriarchal ideals. Through the examples of 

the Disney villainesses, women are discouraged from dedicating their lives to being anything 

other than a mother. All the while, any ounce of independence or power is literally villainized 

and depicted as having evil connotations. While women are no longer burned at the stake for 

these qualities, they are still told that through embodying any of the undesirable qualities from 

the sixteenth and seventeenth century, they are going to be alone, ostracized from the rest of 

society, and deemed evil.  
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Chapter III: Fairies, Forest Creatures, Father Figures, and Fictive Kin 

 Who’s the parent? In the last chapter, I explored the effect of the lack of mothers in 

Disney princess films. This absence leaves an opening for another person to “perform” the act of 

mothering to these young adolescents. In traditional families, with the absence of one parent, the 

other must fulfill all parenting duties themselves. However, as we see in The Little Mermaid 

(1989), when the biological father fails to successfully negotiate the process of separation-

individuation of his adolescent, a third party must step in for support. This third party is played 

by fictive kin. My use of fictive kin will describe familial relationships that are neither 

consanguineal nor affinal (Godelier 2011). Traditionally, these types of relationships have been 

studied specifically in immigrant communities, African American families, and the LGBTQ 

community. These social structures are formed out of necessity when a biological familial 

structure is displaced or a member is abandoned. Interestingly enough, within many Disney films 

where either one or both parents are unable to satisfy their biological children’s needs, these 

fictive kin figures step in. In Ariel’s case, these fictive kin are portrayed by Flounder and 

Sebastian, two biologically unrelated characters who serve as the princess’ best friends and 

guardians. Similarly, the complete lack of parental figures in Cinderella (1950) causes a total 

reliance on fairies and forest creatures as her primary familial structure. 

Currently in the United States, we are witnessing a rapid change in the traditional nuclear 

family structure: average family size is decreasing, more children are born out of wedlock, the 

divorce rate is climbing, and more mothers are working (Holcomb, Latham, and Fernandez-Baca 

2015:1960). All these changes have contributed to a very different understanding of what a 

nuclear family is or should be. For example, with more mothers working outside the domestic 

sphere, more fathers are expected to be active participants in their children’s upbringing, beyond 
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just providing economically. At the same time, more and more children are born to single-parent 

households. With both The Little Mermaid and Cinderella released at least thirty years ago, why 

did Disney choose to present such a divergence from the “traditional” family structure that was 

so prevalent at both points in the twentieth century?35 Do these films support or stifle today’s 

changing familial climate?  

 

“Daddy Issues” 

 In 1960, only 11% of children born in the United States lived apart from their biological 

father; by 2011, that number had increased to 27% (Livingston and Parker 2011). With fewer 

biological fathers participating in the family unit, it is interesting to see that The Little Mermaid’s 

screenwriters chose a single father for their princess protagonist36. In addition, 46% of fathers 

reported conceiving one or more of their children out of wedlock in a 2010 study, only adding to 

the shifting familial structures in the United States (Livingston and Parker 2011). While Ariel’s 

mother is never mentioned in the film, it is important to note that the princess does in fact have a 

biological nuclear family comprised of her father and her six older sisters. However, during the 

film, her fish friends provide her with the most guidance and support: Sebastian, her father’s crab 

advisor, Flounder, her best friend, and Scuttle, the seagull that connects her to the human world. 

Furthermore, unlike Cinderella who forms relationships with her fictive kin out of necessity due 

to her lack of a biological family, Ariel obtains these fictive kin due to her father’s failure and 

her sisters’ insignificance. Combined, these factors become the driving force behind Ariel’s total 

reliance on her sea creature sidekicks. To clarify, childrearing is not solely the job of the 

                                                
35 Of the first three Princess films, all had some form of fictive kin in their original tales. Disney enhanced their 
importance and often added the anthropomorphic aspect to animal helpers. This became a signature that was added 
to every subsequent Princess film despite the original work from which it was adapted.  
36 The Little Mermaid was written and directed by an entirely male crew, led by John Musker and Ron Clements.  
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biological parents and family. Often, there is a complex and extensive kinship structure 

comprised of both consanguineal and non-biological members that contribute to raising a child to 

adulthood, such as godparents, sport coaches, and religious community figures (Holcomb, 

Latham, and Fernandez-Baca 2015:1962). However, the extent to which these external members 

are involved is entirely circumstantial, based on the ability of the parental figures to meet their 

child’s needs. For Ariel and Cinderella, these needs were not met for two very different reasons.  

 In Jeanne Holcomb’s “Who Cares for the Kids?,” the author outlines four keys to 

successful fathering: emotional closeness, provision, protection, and endowment, with provision 

weighing the most heavily (Holcomb, Latham, and Fernandez-Baca 2015:1961). Of these four 

essentials to successful fatherhood, two of them revolve around providing financial support. In 

recent years, financial support has moved more towards a mutual endeavor by both mother and 

father, or a solo effort by a single parent. Despite these shifts, it is clear that fathers are judged 

more by what they bring to their children than what they necessarily do with them. For example, 

in 1965, fathers who lived with their children reported spending an average of 2.6 hours per 

week with them. While this number increased to 6.5 hours among the same type of fathers in 

2000–this increase in time is consistent with the shifts mentioned above–the activities that 

constitute that time are the most telling for my purposes. According to the data, fathers tend to 

participate in play activities with their children while leaving feeding, bathing, and diapering to 

the mothers (Holcomb, Latham, and Fernandez-Baca 2015:1961). If we assume this increase in 

time spent with children occurred gradually between 1965 and 2000, one could assume that 

fathers were spending an average of four to five hours per week with their children in 1989, the 

year The Little Mermaid was released. Therefore, Disney’s choice to depict Ariel’s father, King 
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Triton, as her sole caregiver was not a reflection of American society and must have been 

motivated by another force:  

“Not one Disney father wishes for a son or remarks on the absence, implicitly condoning 
the disruption of patriarchy by a daughter. It is the disruption of patriarchy by a daughter 
that is the focus of the narratives, limiting the relevance of mothers and sisters and 
actually ‘eighty-sixing’ brothers, uncles, and grandfathers” (Rozario 2004:53).  
 

In other words, due to the lack of a male heir, the “traditional” patriarchy is destined to collapse. 

As a result, this patriarchy is disrupted by a daughter who becomes the central figure in the plot, 

which, as Rozario writes, limits the relevance of any other biological relationships. The father-

daughter relationship thus becomes essential to the plot line, as these two characters are the only 

family members who interact. Disney capitalizes on exploring this mitigation following the 

collapse of the patriarchy, suggesting that the only way a father can restore order is through 

encouraging their daughter to enter into a heterosexual relationship under which she is inferior to 

her husband. 

 Released in November 1989, The Little Mermaid exceeded six million dollars in box 

office sales during its opening weekend and has grossed over $211 million since (Boxoffice 

Mojo and IMDB n.d.). The film opens depicting Ariel as a headstrong, rebellious, teenage 

mermaid. She is fascinated with the human world, constantly collecting their trinkets and 

swimming up to the ocean’s surface, despite her father forbidding from doing so, as he viewed 

humans as barbarians. However, after falling in love with Prince Eric, a human, Ariel seeks out 

Ursula the sea witch and trades her voice for a pair of legs. Ursula grants Ariel three days to 

make Prince Eric fall in love with her, otherwise the love-struck princess will belong to the sea 

witch, forever residing in her garden of “poor unfortunate souls.” After the three days conclude, 

Ariel fails to kiss her prince and King Triton must sacrifice himself for his daughter, foregoing 

his powers over the ocean. In the end, Prince Eric saves King Triton and Ariel from Ursula by 
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stabbing the villain in the heart. Seeing the good in humankind, King Triton grants Ariel legs so 

she can marry Prince Eric and live happily ever after on land. The point of conflict in the film 

arises when Ariel grows so frustrated with her father’s lack of understanding that she seeks help 

from the evil sea witch, who everyone advised her to avoid. Evaluation of this father-daughter 

relationship is essential to understanding the plot of the film along with Disney’s opinion of 

single father households.  

Similar to normal teenagers, seven out of ten of the Disney princesses display some act of 

defiance or rebellion against the wishes of either one or both of their parents during the course of 

their respective films. However, the motivation behind said rebellion is entirely dependent upon 

Figure 8: King Triton responds to his daughter’s separation-individuation (Heroes Wiki 2018). 
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the relationship that princess has with her parental figures. This is due to the fragility a family 

experiences during the process of separation-individuation, a process in which an adolescent 

becomes independent from their parents and develops their own identity. Throughout this time, 

parents negotiate the development of their child’s sexuality and personhood, which is a constant 

give and take (Wynns and Rosenfeld 2003:92). In Scarlett Wynns and Lawrence Rosenfeld’s 

study on father-daughter relationships in Disney’s animated films, they evaluate the success of 

fathers in these films through five parameters: “renegotiating roles and rules, providing 

comfortable climate for identity exploration, enhancing rather than diminishing self-esteem, 

providing appropriate modeling and teaching of problem solving, and allowing adolescents to 

make important decisions” (Wynns and Rosenfeld 2003:92). I will evaluate King Triton through 

these five elements, comparing his success as a father to that of the other Disney princess fathers.  

 The two most crucial factors to understanding the success of the separation-individuation 

process with a sole father figure are their ability to renegotiate roles and rules as well as provide 

a comfortable space for identity exploration. Ariel is King Triton’s youngest daughter and is the 

most strong-willed of them all. In her search for independence as a woman, Ariel is attracted to 

humans and their life on land–the forbidden fruit of the Merworld. Ariel, constantly fetishizing 

the world above the surface, collects items from the human world to feed her growing interest. 

Some could argue that had King Triton allowed this distant study of men, Ariel never would 

have approached Ursula for the opportunity to be a human. Rather, Ariel laments her father’s 

inability to comprehend her obsession in her famed solo “Part of Your World”:  

“Betcha on land, they understand.  
Bet they don’t, reprimand their daughters.  
Bright young women, sick of swimming,  
Ready to stand” (Clements and Musker 1989).  
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Ariel believes that human fathers allow their daughters the independence to stand on their own 

two feet (or in her case, tail), without fear of suppression. The first time she is caught going to 

the surface, she is scolded. King Triton talks at her rather than with her and accomplishes 

nothing. This only exemplifies his inability to understand because he so blatantly refuses to 

listen. After King Triton learns that Ariel has gone to the surface once more and rescued a man 

from drowning, he fails to have an open dialogue with Ariel and instead completely alienates her 

from her biological family. In addition, he subsequently destroys her entire collection of human 

artifacts, which she hid in her secret grotto: 

King Triton: I consider myself a reasonable merman. I set certain rules and I 
expect those rules to be obeyed!  
Ariel: But Dad I— 
King Triton: Is it true you rescued a human from drowning? 
Ariel: Daddy I had to! 
King Triton: Contact between the Merworld and the human world is strictly 
forbidden. Ariel, you know that! Everyone knows that! 
Ariel: He would have died! 
King Triton: One less human to worry about! 
Ariel: You don’t even know him! 
King Triton: Know him? I don’t have to know him. They are all the same, 
spineless, savage, harpooning fish-eaters; incapable of any feelings! 
Ariel: Daddy I love him!  
King Triton: No…have you lost your senses completely? He’s a human, you’re a 
mermaid.  
Ariel: I don’t care. 
King Triton: So help me Ariel, I am going to get through to you. And if this is the 
only way, so be it (Clements and Musker 1989). 
 

For many parents and teenagers alike, this conversation is relatable as they’ve had it before. 

Forbidden love is a trope in almost every romantic melodrama involving teenagers, dating all the 

way back to Romeo and Juliet. However, we can see in this case that there is no negotiation with 

the rules that King Triton has established for Ariel. He fails to even recognize the fact that Ariel 

was attempting to save someone’s life, an act that would be lauded in most cases. Instead, King 
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Triton’s prejudice against humans leads him to provide a negative model of problem solving 

while preventing Ariel from making her own decisions and assertions regarding mankind. 

Juxtaposed with the relationship in Pocahontas between the protagonist and Chief Powhatan, he 

and King Triton have polar opposite reactions. When Chief Powhatan tells Pocahontas that 

Kocoum wishes to marry her, he does not order her to accept this proposal and allows 

Pocahontas to respond on her own. At the same time, he provides fatherly advice while guiding 

her to make the decision he considers correct. They are able to have an open, healthy 

conversation as opposed to Ariel and King Triton’s failure to communicate.  

 As a result of her relationship with her father, Ariel’s transition from childhood to 

adulthood is motivated and defined by this rebellion. She is so eager to find love and happiness 

for herself that she completely disregards the consequences for those around her. She chooses to 

then sacrifice her own biological family for the possibility of creating a new family with Prince 

Eric. Pocahontas, on the other hand, provides a useful foil as she also rebels, though for the sake 

of her father and her tribe. That being said, Pocahontas subsequently chooses to forego leaving 

her homeland for love and stays behind in America. Once again, this can be credited to Chief 

Powhatan’s ability to allow Pocahontas to become an individual and “choose her own path” 

(Gabriel and Goldberg 1995). Albeit in a different way, Ariel and her father also find common 

ground and reunite before the film concludes; King Triton ultimately acknowledges the good in 

mankind and allows her to marry Prince Eric. That being said, what message does this send to 

both parents and children that will one day endure this separation-individuation process? As 

Wynns notes, the messages outlined in The Little Mermaid suggest that confined teenagers can 

turn out to have positive traits despite their selfish rebellions throughout adolescence. However, 

according to Wynns, when adolescents are denied the ability to experience an appropriate 
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amount of freedom and exploration, they will show low confidence and feelings of unworthiness 

in adulthood (Wynns and Rosenfeld 2003:102). In other words, the reality experienced by most 

children in Ariel’s position would not produce the happily ever after that Disney so systemically 

projects.  

 While rebellion is oftentimes a normal part of adolescence, The Little Mermaid suggests 

that sometimes defiance is necessary to get what you want. Without Ariel defying her father and 

going to the surface, she would have never been able to marry Prince Eric, her one true love. 

Should we really be telling young, impressionable girls that sometimes, in order to find your 

soulmate, you must betray your family? Furthermore, the idea that the man that your family 

disapproves of will one day be the key to the entire familial unit’s happiness is preposterous and 

most often the cause for lifelong family disputes. After examining the four Disney princess films 

that depict a father-daughter relationship and analyzing each father’s interactions with their 

princess daughter, Wynns finds that while all four fathers are incompetent to some degree, they 

are each ultimately proven wrong by their teenage daughters (Wynns and Rosenfeld 2003:103). 

For example, King Triton is proven wrong when Prince Eric saves the entire Merworld by killing 

Ursula. In addition, Pocahontas’ wisdom proves superior to her father’s when she is willing to 

sacrifice her own life for peace between her tribe and the English settlers. Most adults would 

agree that neither of these examples are accurate representations of what occurs when teenagers 

rebel against their parents. Regardless of the level of freedom provided to the adolescent, 

rebellion usually results in negative consequences of some kind, some more severe and tragic 

than others. Therefore, The Little Mermaid sends false messages to American youth about the 

results of repeated defiance of authoritative figures.   
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 With the performance of mothering equating to nurturing, it would be a logical 

progression that in absence of the mother, the father must assume that role in a child’s life. 

Unfortunately, as seen in The Little Mermaid, Disney fathers are unable to realize this position. 

King Triton does not nurture Ariel, rather he assigns others, such as Sebastian, to do the work for 

him. He is cold, distant, and all-powerful. Through the process of separation-individuation, it is 

clear that King Triton fails not only as a “mother” but similarly as a father. Despite these 

shortfalls, Disney portrays all the single fathers in their films as loving and inherently good, as if 

they can do no wrong. Of all the Disney princess films, there is not one “evil” father, compared 

to three of the princesses who have an evil mother. In many ways Disney is progressive in 

depicting more active fathers in children’s lives, though this comes at the expense of the 

importance of mothers. Furthermore, Disney’s approach toward these single fathers showers 

them in praise where it would not normally be due to their female counterparts. Despite their 

shortcomings, single fathers like King Triton are lauded for their bare minimum if not backwards 

efforts, for which a single mother would be conversely condemned. Sherry Thurer articulates this 

perfectly in her book Myths of Motherhood: How Culture Reinvents the Good Mother: “When 

nurturance is given out of love, inclination, and a sense of responsibility, the assumption persists 

that whatever form it takes…the behavior expresses a woman’s biological nature. But when 

nurturing acts are performed by men, they are interpreted as extraordinary” (Thurer 1995:287).  

 

Fill-in Family 

 Through analysis of The Little Mermaid and Pocahontas, we are given examples of 

single fathers and their respective relationships with their daughters. What happens when fathers 

fail at providing enough guidance and support to their children? Without a mother or siblings in 
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which these protagonists interact with throughout the film, they are forced to look externally to 

substitute this lack of support. As learned through the study of many minority groups, family can 

include both assigned and/or created kinship structures (Holcomb, Latham, and Fernandez-Baca 

2015:1962). However, the term fictive kin is traditionally reserved for groups of people that have 

lost or been removed from their biological family for some reason. I challenge this traditional 

definition through arguing that nine of ten Disney princess films include characters that warrant 

the classification of fictive kin37. Furthermore, five of the ten films include a protagonist who is 

removed from her biological family and forced to rely entirely on her newly created kinship 

structure. After analyzing The Little Mermaid and King Triton’s failure to provide parental 

support to his teenage daughter, we see three male characters step in to provide the paternal 

guidance she is missing.  

 After Ariel’s first infraction of King Triton’s cardinal rule of never going to the surface, 

he enlists Sebastian, his dutiful advisor, to look after Ariel. This order from King Triton suggests 

not only that he does not trust Ariel, but also that he does not trust his own ability to properly 

parent his children (Wynns and Rosenfeld 2003:100). Sebastian becomes a pseudo-father for 

Ariel, displaying more paternal qualities, actions, and reactions than King Triton himself. In one 

of the most lauded songs of the film, “Under the Sea,” Sebastian is seen reasoning with Ariel. 

The song is a discussion of the positives of living in the Merworld as a tactic to convince Ariel 

that she is better off staying where she belongs. While this song does not ultimately convince 

Ariel to forego her dreams of being a human, Sebastian is treating Ariel with respect for her 

intelligence. She is old enough to reason and understand complicated situations, he allows her to 

make her own decisions while attempting to sway her with the age old proverb: “the seaweed is 

                                                
37 Tiana from The Princess and the Frog does not have a relationship with fictive kin. 
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always greener, in somebody else’s lake” (Clements and Musker 1989). Rather than focusing on 

the negative aspects of the people that she has such a deep fascination with, Sebastian 

approaches the situation from a paternal lens and attempts to show her all the ways in which she 

is blessed to be a mermaid. Flounder, Ariel’s best fish friend, is comparable to a younger brother. 

Though she is constantly looking after him during their times of exploration and soothes his 

fears, he provides her closest companionship. Finally, Scuttle, the seagull who offers Ariel 

information about human artifacts, is the biggest supporter of Ariel’s passion and interest in the 

human world. He becomes important in her life as he provides her with advice on how to act like 

a human–not always factually correct, but with good intentions.  

 Despite advice from both Flounder and Sebastian to reject Ursula’s deal, Ariel signs her 

voice and life away for three days on land. During this time, she is physically removed from the 

world of her biological family and relies solely on her fictive kin. Sebastian, the most prevalent 

member of this kinship structure, works tirelessly to help Ariel obtain true love’s first kiss from 

Prince Eric, often risking his own life in the process. Similar to his previous ballad, Sebastian 

sings “Kiss the Girl” in order to set the romantic mood for Prince Eric to kiss Ariel and save her 

life. Despite the problematic lyrics which would presently raise issues of consent38, Sebastian’s 

goal is to aid Ariel in her quest for love regardless of her choice in mate, something King Triton 

could not do. Sebastian provides a perfect example of social parenting, or a person who provides 

parental acts or gestures without being biologically related or required to do so by law (Holcomb, 

Latham, and Fernandez-Baca 2015:1962). Using the parameters from Wynn’s study on father-

daughter relationships, Sebastian would have successfully navigated the separation-individuation 

                                                
38 This comment is in reference to the following lyrics in the song: “It don’t take a word, not a single word. Go on 
and kiss the girl”. This could be interpreted as a green light to forego obtaining consent.  
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process had he been her only father figure. This is only another example of Disney shifting the 

importance away from the biological family and towards the fictive kin in a young person’s life.  

 There are similarly different levels of reliance on these fictive kin formed outside of the 

biological bounds. Ariel is completely reliant on Sebastian, Flounder, and Scuttle to navigate and 

exist in the human world. She looks to them not only for assistance in survival and for 

instructions on simple actions such as learning how to walk, but also to aid her in accomplishing 

her larger goal of kissing Prince Eric before the third day expires. Conversely, the fictive kin in 

Pocahontas do not provide assistance in survival, rather Grandmother Willow, the 

anthropomorphic willow tree, provides guidance. Grandmother Willow is powerful, wise, and 

offers Pocahontas with sage advice throughout the entire film. However, like other good and 

powerful women in Disney films39, she is physically immobilized, depicted as a magical tree that 

can talk but obviously cannot uproot itself and move. Grandmother Willow is even given a term 

of endearment, “grandmother,” that is traditionally used to describe a biological relationship, 

further emphasizing her importance in Pocahontas’ development. That being said, there is no 

need for Grandmother Willow to exist as anything more than a source of guidance. Conversely 

for Ariel, her sea creature family is crucial to her survival during the three days on land offering 

assistance that extends far beyond proverbial.  

 For some princesses, the fictive kin in their story provide support necessary to their 

survival, and for others, they offer guidance that drives the narrative plot further. However, one 

aspect that all princesses have in common is their privilege: 60% white, 60% royal from birth (of 

which 83% are white), and all heterosexual.40 This does not align with the normative 

                                                
39 Mrs. Potts from Beauty and the Beast is similarly confined to her status as a teapot in the enchanted castle.  
40 Jasmine, Mulan, Pocahontas and Tiana are the only non-white princesses. Mulan, Cinderella, Tiana, and Belle are 
the only princesses not born into royalty, half of which are minorities. None of the princesses are depicted as 
anything other than heterosexual.  
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circumstances that foster a fictive kin structure. There is a plethora of possible explanations, 

some more plausible than others. Disney could simply be adding these fictive kin members, most 

often animalistic or anthropomorphic, for added entertainment value. This could possibly be a 

pure marketing ploy to capture the eye of young children. Another possibility is that Disney is 

attempting to be progressive and show kinship structures alternative to the ones typically 

depicted in films. This is conceivable as the evolution of parenting in Disney princess films does 

not align with that of the parenting in American society (Holcomb, Latham, and Fernandez-Baca 

2015). That being said, as long as the fictive kin are serving the purpose of entertaining animal 

friends, they will continue to undermine Disney’s attempts to be progressive. Audiences 

watching the film cannot relate to these fictive kin because, naturally, they do not have forest 

creatures following them around, helping them through hard times. As a result, these fictive kin 

are perceived as nothing more than talking animals–they don’t contribute to the notion that 

Disney subscribes to a progressive ideology.  

Finally, the addition of fictive kin where one or more parent is present could be a method 

of devaluing the traditional binary of motherhood and fatherhood. Perhaps this is not an attack on 

mothers and fathers, but rather a commentary that there is a plurality of family structures and it 

does not take a married, heterosexual couple to successfully raise a child. I do not find one 

argument more persuasive than another. Rather I believe the main message Disney is attempting 

to convey is that there is no right support group under which a child can flourish, only one based 

on love and support. At the end of the day, no matter who raises the child, it takes a village. 

Unlike the majority of my arguments in this paper, this is one of the few moments where I 

believe Disney’s actions are praiseworthy.  
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Just Not a Girl’s Girl 
 
 Used by feminist film critics since the turn of the century, the Bechdel test begs the 

question: what do women talk about in films? More specifically, a film can only pass the 

Bechdel test if there are two female characters who talk to each other about something other than 

a man (Liao 2017). Shockingly, eight of the ten Princess films evaluated pass this test. However, 

it is the ones that fail that is most interesting here. In Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs, the 

princess and the evil queen have a discussion about her being alone in the cottage, effectively the 

only reason the film passes the test. Knowing there are only two female characters and nine 

males, the film does not portray Snow White as having any peers of the same gender. In 

Cinderella, the film similarly earns a pass because of the extensive dialogue of Lady Tremaine 

ordering Cinderella to do various chores around the house. In Sleeping Beauty, a film in which 

seventy-one percent of the dialogue is from female characters (Guo 2016), it passes the test 

easily. So, if the three Princess films with the most antiquated societal values pass, which two 

films fail? 

Aladdin and The Little Mermaid are the only two Princess films to fail the Bechdel test. 

In Aladdin, Princess Jasmine very rarely speaks, the film focusing more on Aladdin’s life than 

hers. Furthermore, she is the only female character given dialogue in the film, making it 

impossible for the film to pass. The Little Mermaid is the more concerning example. Having six 

older sisters and a villainess included in the film, it is shocking that there is not one piece of 

dialogue in which Ariel speaks to another woman about anything other than a man. It is even 

more shocking that these two films are among the more recent of Disney princess films, both 

released in the late twentieth century. While the Bechdel test can illuminate what the women are 

talking about in films, I take this a step further and argue that the larger issue is not what the 
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women are saying, but who they are saying it to. None of the Princesses have female companions 

in any capacity.  

This brings us back to the myth that women do not get along and cannot exist together 

without engaging in competitive, “catty” behavior. The only women depicted in the Princess 

films are the protagonists and their adversaries. Furthermore, if there are ever female members of 

the fictive kin, they are passive, magical, and elderly. Like Grandmother Willow or Mrs. Potts 

from Pocahontas and Beauty and the Beast respectively, they are matronly and clearly past their 

reproductive prime. They are only permitted to enter into the narrative because they pose no true 

threat to the protagonists–not possessing any female sexuality at all: “Friends are there to provide 

comic relief and family is there to function as advice-givers, these relationships are not as 

important or as serious as the romantic ones” (Martin and Kazyak 2009:326). Even within the 

realm of fictive kin, it is the male companions and peers that display the more effective and 

important relationships in the protagonist’s life.  

 

Bibbidi-Bobbidi-Who? 

 In their book, Dazzled by Disney, Wasko, Phillips, and Meehan conduct a study called 

“The Global Disney Audience Project” (GDAP) and find that the word family was used by over 

80% of participants when asked to describe Disney (Meehan, Phillips, and Wasko 2001). If 

Disney truly does represent family, why do 90% of Disney princess family structures diverge 

from the normative American nuclear family structure?41 As discussed earlier in the chapter, it is 

nearly impossible to determine the motivations behind these cinematic choices, but drama is 

                                                
41 “Normative” here can be described as a familial structure found most often in white, middle-class families 
consisting of two married, heterosexual parents and their children (Holcomb, Latham, and Fernandez-Baca 
2015:1963). The only princess to uphold nuclear family structure is Mulan. 
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certainly one. Holcomb believes that there is a possibility that Disney uses the orphan archetype 

to add a layer of dramatic complexity and further complicate the protagonist’s narrative 

(Holcomb, Latham, and Fernandez-Baca 2015:1974). However, in cases in which the young 

princess is completely orphaned42, Disney then provides them with a support system of fictive 

kin on which they can rely on, while similarly providing them with wicked stepparents who 

either want them dead or gone. As the highest grossing film of the year it was released, 

Cinderella is not only pervasive in American popular culture but is a quintessential example of a 

Disney princess (Brydon 2009:132). With her crystal castle enveloping the screen before the 

commencement of every Disney film, it is clear that Cinderella is Disney’s crowning jewel of 

their animated film franchise.  

                                                
42 Snow White and Cinderella, the first two princesses of the franchise, are the only ones who are completely 
orphaned by their biological parents.  

Figure 9: Cinderella’s Fairy Godmother shows the princess how it 
feels to be loved and nurtured for the first time in her life 
(CartoonBucket 2018). 
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 Based on the original story written by the Brothers Grimm, Walt Disney took creative 

license to this tale, altering it and making it family friendly for the audiences of 1950. In the film 

version of the tale, Cinderella’s mother dies young and in attempt to provide another mother for 

his daughter, Cinderella’s father marries Lady Tremaine who has two daughters of her own. 

Cinderella’s father later dies, allowing for Lady Tremaine to make Cinderella no more than a 

servant in her own household. Cinderella dutifully obeys her stepmother until there is a 

kingdom-wide ball in which every eligible maiden can attend. First attempting to prevent 

Cinderella from attending the ball by busying her with additional chores, Lady Tremaine fails as 

Cinderella’s mice revamp her mother’s old gown for her. After this failure, her stepsisters 

intervene, ripping the dress to shreds before departing for the ball. While crying alone in the 

garden, Cinderella’s fairy godmother appears and transforms her and her mice friends into 

everything she could possibly need to attend the ball, including a pair of the iconic glass slippers. 

With a curfew of midnight hanging over her head, Cinderella attends the ball, falls in love with 

the prince, and spends the entire night dancing with Prince Charming only to abruptly leave at 

the stroke of midnight. In an attempt to find his mystery maiden, Prince Charming searches the 

entire kingdom for the maiden whose foot fits in the glass slipper. Once again determined to 

prevent Cinderella and the prince from reuniting, Lady Tremaine locks Cinderella in her attic 

bedroom while the royal representative allows her stepsisters to try on the shoe. With the help of 

her mice family, Cinderella is able to escape her room, prove the slipper fits her foot, and marry 

Prince Charming.  

 Lacking any biological parents and having the antithesis of a good mother in Lady 

Tremaine, screenwriters for Cinderella leave an opening for an othermother. Holcomb defines  

othermothers as women who are not the child’s biological parent but play a crucial role in their 
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development (Holcomb, Latham, and Fernandez-Baca 2015:1963). At Cinderella’s most 

desperate, her fairy godmother appears and provides her the first nurturing, prosocial behavior 

we see exhibited towards Cinderella: “contemporary cultural discourse is equally concerned with 

symbolic matrilineal relationships” (Heatwole 2016:13). While stroking her hair, Fairy 

Godmother asks Cinderella what is wrong and uses terms of endearment like “my dear” and “my 

child,” taking ownership over her as an offspring. After magically producing a carriage and dress 

for Cinderella to attend the ball, Fairy Godmother serves her purpose. In this way, Fairy 

Godmother behaves more like a father with her main concern being provision. She merely wants 

Cinderella to have a way to attend the ball and provides no real guidance. The fairy godmother, 

while a member of Cinderella’s kinship structure, does not display any nurturing qualities 

beyond consoling her after being attacked by her stepsisters. While Fairy Godmother does not fill 

the role of a proper mother figure, I believe she is a tool in understanding a larger message about 

family: “The key point here is that normative models of intensive mothering and involved 

fatherhood are largely based on middle class, heterosexual, married-couple ideals, despite 

research that indicates a much greater variety in lived experience” (Holcomb, Latham, and 

Fernandez-Baca 2015:1963). Not every child will be given the role of a traditional mother figure, 

however, that does not indicate that the child will have a stunted emotional development.  

 Cinderella’s primary familial structure consists of the mice that live in her home. These 

forest creatures live in the walls of the chateau and assist Cinderella in her daily chores and her 

quest to attend the royal ball. The first scene of the film includes Cinderella’s bird and mice 

friends assisting her in getting ready for her day. Similar to Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs, 

the animals around Cinderella are completely subservient and exist only to help with chores. 

Departing from Snow White, the mice in Cinderella have the ability to speak a high-pitched 
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version of English that could be compared to an uneducated working class’s dialect. Cinderella 

speaks to the mice and birds, not as her equals, but in the patronizing tone one might use when 

speaking to their pet or infant (Condis 2015).  

“Although the princesses portrayed assertiveness more often than the princes in the early 
movies overall, the women were more assertive with animals and children, and far less 
with other people. This suggests a fairly submissive and limited way of being assertive, 
as if they could not assert themselves with other adults, but only when they were 
mothering, or with those who had less power” (England, Descartes, and Collier-meek 
2011:562).  
 

As explained by England et. al, there is an added layer of superiority as just like a mother or 

owner, Cinderella names all of her animal friends. The mice do not provide Cinderella with 

guidance, advice, or nurturing. Rather, they are narrative tools that help Cinderella progress to 

the next point in her journey to ultimately attain Prince Charming’s love. Furthermore, 

Cinderella acts as a mother figure to the mice. She provides them with clothes, food, and 

protection from Lady Tremaine’s evil cat, Lucifer. It is a reciprocal relationship, however, one in 

which one party is clearly superior to the other. Due to their infantile inferiority, the mice blindly 

support Cinderella. When she is unable to make her dress for the royal ball, the mice sing an 

entire song about Cinderella’s misfortunes and praise her hardworking attitude. They feel it is 

only right to reward Cinderella for all she endures with her stepfamily by granting her a night of 

joy. Similarly, in the final scenes of the film, the mice rescue Cinderella from her attic bedroom 

by truly embodying the rodent versions of Sisyphus43 and lugging a large golden key up what 

seems like infinite flights of stairs. After Cinderella marries the prince, she rewards the mice 

with new royal clothing and an escape from their life in the chateau, finding a new home in the 

palace where they can participate in her happily ever after.   

                                                
43 Based on a story from Greek mythology, Sisyphus was condemned to push a giant boulder up a mountain for the 
rest of eternity.  
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 With no biological family members to support her journey through adolescence, 

Cinderella relies on her magical fairy godmother and her forest friends for encouragement and 

aid throughout her time in the difficult living environment created by her evil stepmother. With 

the many different familial structures outlined in the chapter, what is the overall message Disney 

is attempting to send to their audience? Are the familial structures of films released decades ago 

even relevant anymore? According to Holcomb’s data the relevance of these films is undeniable 

given that “between the years of 2007 and 2012, every time a Disney Diamond or Platinum 

collection was released, it was among the top 30 selling DVDs that year” (Holcomb, Latham, 

and Fernandez-Baca 2015:1964). Through this evidence, it is clear that these narratives are 

influential well into the twenty-first century. Due to the trivialization of the fictive kin depicted 

in the Princess films, I argue that their purpose is twofold. First and foremost, they are supposed 

to provide a cautionary tale of what happens to young girls who do not have supportive families. 

They are supposed to make the audience sympathize for the poor teenager and in turn, never 

allow the women in their life to feel the same way. Furthermore, they exist to show that while a 

supportive family is the most desirable option, a protagonist can still rise above a difficult 

upbringing and flourish in adulthood. I do not argue that Disney is attempting to be progressive 

through their depiction of fictive kin, rather, I believe they are trying to appeal to those audience 

members who have not had ideal childhoods and provide hope for alternative childrearing 

experiences.  
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Chapter IV: Married Ever After 

Six days before the due date of my senior distinction thesis, Disney princesses were 

caught in the middle of a national debate about abortion after a Pennsylvania branch Planned 

Parenthood released a tweet calling for a more diverse offering of princesses, specifically for one 

who “has had an abortion, who is pro-choice, who is an undocumented immigrant, who’s a union 

worker, or a princess who’s trans” (Hafner 2018). While the organization deleted the tweet later 

that day, the news story received a lot of media attention. Many thought Planned Parenthood had 

trivialized a larger problem in the United States, while others, including Donald Trump Jr., 

ridiculed Planned Parenthood for using children’s media to promote their social agenda. Given 

that 80% of the Disney princess films were released before the start of the twenty-first century44, 

                                                
44 Princess and the Frog was released in 2009 and Tangled was released in 2010.  

Figure 10: This photoshopped image of the Disney princesses standing in front of Planned 
Parenthood went viral after the organization called for a princess more representative of 
women in the US (Hafner 2018). 
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it is fascinating that they maintain enough relevance to remain included in a national political 

debate.  

With infinite forms of popular culture to choose from, why did Planned Parenthood 

choose the Disney princesses to call attention to our nation’s lack of social progress? It’s simple: 

the Disney Princesses are timeless. With the Disney Princess franchise earning $1.6 billion in 

retail sales alone in 2011 (Goudreau 2012), it is evident that their reach is not only massive but 

continually earning revenue despite releasing films over an eighty year period. By 

acknowledging that the Princesses are an indication of social progress–the first black princess, 

Tiana, was celebrated at her release in 2009–Planned Parenthood and Donald Trump Jr. are 

demonstrating the importance of the content of these ten films. Planned Parenthood called for 

these new princesses not because they believe an abortion narrative is appropriate for children, 

Figure 11: Following Planned Parenthood’s tweet, Donald Trump Jr., 
President Trump’s eldest son, entered the discussion (Hafner 2018). 
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but because they support the notion that we should begin socializing our children with material 

that extends beyond the white, middle-class, heteronormative safe zone. In other words, the 

authors behind the tweet were after an authentic experience of the average45 American woman 

that has not been superficially watered down by Disney with the idea that in order to sell more 

tickets, DVDs, and licensed products, the content must be digestible by all. Unfortunately for 

these authors, Disney consistently hesitates before dipping its toes in controversial waters.  

The topic of this chapter was not my original intention at the time of my thesis’ 

conception. Rather, it was a result of the current events that inspired my exploration into the 

consumerism of Disney. From Hollywood initiatives such as Time’s Up and direct references of 

Disney such as the one above, the depiction of women and familial structures in film is more 

important than ever. In addition, production companies have been put on the spot, with the public 

carefully watching their every move. I believe that combining the content analysis in the 

previous chapters with information about Disney’s pervasive nature in society will demonstrate 

that Disney uses their power as a media conglomerate to maintain profound social influence, aid 

their own capitalist prerogatives, and expand their command over American media. Through this 

lens, I will evaluate the way in which Disney has been able to solidify itself as a permanent 

institution at every step of American life: birth, childhood, teenage rebellion, falling in love, 

marriage, and beyond.   

 

                                                
45 By average, I am attempting to reference the plethora of women in the United States who do not follow the 
traditionally feminine life experience portrayed most often by the media or the Princesses.  
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Youth: Capitalism’s New Frontier  

 Films have been very neatly categorized by type and rating in order to help audiences 

determine if a film is appropriate for their own social group. For example, G-rated films are 

generally regarded as “family” films that are marketed to entice young viewers and their parents. 

With these uniform distinctions between films, it is rare to find children’s media that is shared 

and enjoyed intergenerationally (Tanner et al. 2003:356). That being said, it is in this space that 

Disney dominates and thrives. The Disney Princess franchise has released movies during the 

lives of four generations of women, each with their own nostalgic memories of their favorite 

Princess movies as a child. The ten films to date are most often broken up into three groups 

based upon their release dates and cultural values: the original princesses, the second wave 

“feminist” films, and the twenty-first century films46. Each of these groups of films caters to a 

new generation of girls who use these films as a method of socialization. The original Princesses 

were Walt Disney’s ideal woman: demure, beautiful, and passive. Focusing mainly on their 

ability to excel in the realm of domesticity, these Princesses provided very little substance 

outside of their ability to cook, clean, and look stunning while doing so. Remembered for their 

flawless singing voices and hordes of animal friends, these princesses embodied what it meant to 

be a princess at the very core.  

Moving into the second wave “feminist” group, consumers were told that these 

princesses were fiercely progressive: “In Beauty and the Beast, Belle's ‘feistiness’ is adapted to 

an expression of–what might be called–consumer feminism, which also sets Belle apart from her 

literary and folklore antecedents” (Craven 2002:127). Rather than providing American youth 

                                                
46 Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs, Cinderella, and Sleeping Beauty are members of the original princess, films 
having been released between 1937-1959. The Little Mermaid, Beauty and the Beast, Aladdin, Pocahontas, and 
Mulan belong to the second wave “feminist group,” all released between 1989-1998. The Princess and the Frog and 
Tangled are in the twenty-first century group, released in 2009 and 2010, respectively.  
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with an authentic vision of feminism, Disney included enough individuality for these 

protagonists that they were no longer passive, per se. Each with a fiery belief in some ideology, 

they all defy the typical damsel in distress archetype popularized by the earlier films. While all 

but one princess from this group are betrothed to their prince in some fashion, the progressive 

nature of these Princesses is largely a mirage. Finally, entering the twenty-first century, we see a 

concerted effort by Disney to appear more diverse and inclusive. At the same time, we are 

subsequently fed a familiar romance plot as one of the primary narratives in the films. Both 

princesses of the twenty-first century end their film with their own matrimony, effectively 

relegating them to the same position as the princesses of the twentieth century.  

Over the last hundred years, most American women have been exposed to many of these 

Disney princess films, some as children, others as parents of children consuming, a third group 

as grandparents, and even more as a combination of the three. As stated previously, children are 

not solely consuming the films released during their childhood–parental nostalgia, marketing, 

and the immortality of the princesses have encouraged people of all ages to watch all the films. 

This becomes especially problematic when today’s children watch the original Princess films, or 

even some of the more recent films, as the animation remain unchanged, despite their cultural 

relevance (or lack thereof). As Holcomb explains, “When Snow White was released in 2001 as 

part of the platinum series edition DVD series, one million copies were sold on the first day” 

(Holcomb, Latham, and Fernandez-Baca 2015:1964). It’s hard to imagine any other product 

returning for sale after 64 years, let alone selling one million copies on the first day.  

 When evaluating the ten Princess films over the course of almost a century, it is easy to 

lose sight of the changing status of the film industry as a whole. After analyzing ten different 

films with female leads, it is important to note that this is atypical. Over the fifteen year period 
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from 1990 to 2005, there were 2.57 male characters for every female character portrayed in film 

(Smith et al. 2010:774). Knowing that children use forms of media for gender socialization, it is 

extremely problematic that there are so few female protagonists in the films my own generation 

grew up watching. With so few female role models in the media, the ones that are shown 

become even more important with over half of the human population relying on them to set an 

example for appropriate behavior. Smith expands on this, writing that “for girls, a lack of 

representation may affect their perceptions of importance or self-esteem. For boys, exposure may 

subtly perpetuate the status quo and reinforce a hegemonic view of girls and women” (Smith et 

al. 2010:783). These problems start at the genesis of film creation with only 6% of successful 

films in 2001 (by the study’s metrics) having a female director as the number of female 

screenwriters plummeted to 4% from 2000-2001 (Smith et al. 2010:777). With such small 

percentages of women involved in the creation of the media we consume daily, it is no surprise 

that women feel their voices in films are distorted and inaccurate. As I mentioned earlier, as long 

as women are not leading the creation process, we will continue to see films that suffer from 

similar setbacks. 

 In addition to Disney’s ability to add intergenerationality to its Princess films, the 

company has also successfully followed Americans through every stage of their lives, thanks to a 

carefully segmented product lifecycle. In Natalie Coulter’s “From Toddlers to Teens: The 

Colonization of Childhood the Disney Way,” she explains that from infancy to adulthood, 

Disney has fragmented consumers based on the age group and gender, subsequently creating 

media especially for them. Shortly after birth, many parents play “Baby Einstein” for their 

infants, and as they develop to toddlers, they are given access to “Disney Junior,” a TV channel 

“available in twenty-nine languages and in 156 countries or territories with global reach of over 
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45 million households” (Coulter 2012:154). After graduating from “Disney Junior,” children are 

begin gravitating towards gendered material, such as Princess films for girls and “Disney XD” 

for boys. Finally, the “Disney Channel” targets tweens before directing young adults and beyond 

towards successful movie franchises such as Pirates of the Caribbean (Coulter 2012:147). 

Disney therefore offers material for every gender, at every age, metaphorically holding hands 

with each viewer as they experience life’s trials and tribulations. This constant exposure creates 

an unexplainable loyalty to the media company. In a study performed on a college class critically 

analyzing The Little Mermaid and the Hans Christian Andersen book on which it was based, only 

2% of the 103 students analyzed were willing to reject47 Disney’s version of the tale completely 

(Sun and Scharrer 2004). With Disney children’s media specifically, one can see a tangible 

attachment to the content of the films well beyond the original exposure.  

 A commodity is only valuable if there is a market in which it can be sold (Coulter 

2012:151). Coulter credits two main events as the contributing factors to the beginning of the 

Princess franchise in 1999: advancement of television technology and the deregulation of the 

Federal Communication Commission. Using the metaphor of marketing executives as colonizers, 

one which I will follow throughout the rest of the argument, these two factors caused the perfect 

storm to allow the colonization, differentiation, and othering of American youth (Coulter 2012). 

It is through this metaphorical colonization that we see how the definition terms used to describe 

one’s age group evolved from child and adolescent in the early twentieth century to include more 

narrow terms such as infant, toddler, child, tween, teen, and young adult today. However, adult 

differentiation has remained stagnant: adult and senior citizen. Media conglomerates such as 

Disney have found a way to categorize young people into “small marketing niches that serve 

                                                
47 “Willing to reject” is considered the student’s ability to find fault in the Disney Company and subsequently blame 
them for larger social problems.  
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their purpose of selling products” (Coulter 2012:149). In other words, neoliberal capitalism is the 

catalyst for the linguistic and categorical separation of stages of childhood. Outside of this 

structure, these fabricated classifications would not exist as their utility is purely economic. On 

this same thread, these differentiations are nothing more than tools for media companies to 

commodify their audience. With advertising companies relying on these categories, Disney is 

able to use these discursive properties to sell advertising moments that target specific audiences, 

with an even more radical assertion being that media exists solely to “sell audiences to 

advertisers” (Coulter 2012:151).  

 The concept of youth as going through a process of “othering” after the FCC removed 

stricter regulation of advertising towards children is the ultimate cause of what Alexandra 

Heatwole deems the “princess boom” of the 90s (Heatwole 2016). Through the creation of 

childhood as a magical and innocent time in a person’s life, Disney was able to create a 

marketplace fueled by parental nostalgia, defined by superficial cultural values, and guised in the 

false belief that Disney stimulates and promotes a child’s pure imagination. It was not until 1999 

that the Disney princesses were combined into a franchise rather than operating as stand-alone 

characters. After attending a Disney on Ice show, Disney exec Andy Mooney noticed that the 

young girls in attendance were dressed up in generic princess costumes (Sweeney 2011:69). This 

realization launched Disney’s ascension into becoming the world’s largest licenser of 

supplementary media products (Sweeney 2011:66). Disney recognized that while each Princess 

was successful on her own, marketing them as a package, a lifestyle even, not only kept old 

Princesses current, but allowed for future growth of the franchise. Essentially, Disney ignored 

the racial, class, ethnic, and historical differences between the princesses and packaged them 

neatly into one brand, with emphasis on physical beauty and royalty. As it homogenized the 
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princesses themselves, it also told consumers that if they did not fit these molds, they were not 

considered beautiful or could never be royal. The instant success of the Princess franchise caused 

Disney to hire child psychologists, anthropologists, and educators to tap into the young boys 

market (Coulter 2012:151).The discovery of these marketplaces allowed for Disney to further 

permeate and cement itself into the daily lives of America’s youth.  

 

Playtime  

 From theory tracing back to John Locke, we have been taught that children learn from the 

examples set by the adults around them (Cross 2004:21). Through the medium of play, children 

can be reasoned with and taught lessons. Toy play often serves as the intersection between these 

two points: parents facilitate their child’s growth by finding ways to play that subtly yet 

simultaneously teach them lessons about the future. In his work on the history of children’s 

media in the United States, The Cute and the Cool: Wondrous Innocence and Modern American 

Children’s Culture, Gary Cross explains that over time, childhood has become a time parents 

want their children to cherish and fiercely protect against premature “growing up.” In addition to 

this, Cross notes that during the twentieth century, gift giving via consumer spending became the 

medium through which most people expressed their affection. While anthropologists have long 

emphasized how people of all cultures exchange material things to cement relationships, Cross 

takes this a step further. He notes in his discussion of the progression of consumerism how the 

difference between giving joy to a child in the form of a birthday present and giving joy to 

oneself as the beloved parent is one that is guised in altruism, but grounded in selfishness (Cross 

2004:31). As humans, we exchange gifts with the expectation that one day, the favor will be 

returned. For the child-parent relationship, however, a parent’s determination to bring their child 
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happiness motivates their path to purchase. In other words, it is the idea of the “Edenic 

consumer” that causes parents to participate in extensive spending on toys and forms of 

entertainment throughout a child’s life (Cross 2004:31). Cross explains that because parents 

strive to foster blissful childhood experiences for their offspring, they are willing to spend a lot 

of money in order to preserve their child’s innocence. Therefore, this parental desire to maintain 

youthful innocence creates an environment in which the media may capitalize by selling 

franchise-related toys.  

Popular opinion often suggests that Disney exploits the innocence of young children for 

power and money. When exploring this presumed “exploitation,” it is essential to understand the 

way in which Disney influences children’s play–the time in which they cognitively develop, use 

their imagination, and mediate aspects of the world. During the Princess Boom of the 90s, the 

Disney Company opened hundreds of retail stores in malls across America. However, they 

overestimated the necessity for this large number of brick and mortar retail spaces. Eventually, 

the stores began to close down until Disney decided to revamp their three hundred and forty 

remaining stores and focus on their e-commerce presence (Barnes 2017). With an ever-

increasing amount of purchases happening online for the American consumer, it is crucial to 

understand the manner in which Disney presents its online world.  

In a study of the toys on the Disney store website, Auster and Mansbach examine a 

sample consisting of the 410 toys listed for boys, 208 toys listed for girls, including the 91 toys 

that were considered for both genders. Of their findings, some aligned with previous studies on 

gendered toys such as color palette, usually used a social marker of what the child is meant to 

play with, tended to be pastel for girl toys and bright or neon for boys (Auster and Mansbach 

2012:384). In terms of type of toy, there has been little change since the mid-twentieth century 
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with toys promoting nurturing, glamour, and domesticity dominating the girl toy market (Auster 

and Mansbach 2012:377). One might attempt to credit this to the immortality of the passive 

princesses of the early twentieth century. Unfortunately, that is not the case in The Princess and 

the Frog recently released in 2009: “In addition, she [Tiana] is shown sweeping and cleaning 

several times, actions not seen since the early Disney films. Race scholars may find it worth 

examining further that a resurgence of domestic work accompanied the first black princess” 

(England, Descartes, and Collier-meek 2011:564).  

 The princess products sold in Disney stores are not connected to the narrative of the 

films, but rather to the ideals of beauty and reinforcement of traditional feminine values. A 

child’s favorite princess can be present every moment of their life, from when they eat to when 

they sleep. This is not to say that princess play was non-existent before the creation of the Disney 

franchise, but now Disney executives claim that they are simply catering to an “innate play 

pattern with small girls ages 2-5” (Sweeney 2011:70). It is absolutely preposterous to assert that 

young girls are biologically predisposed to want to play dress up and bake in Easy-Bake ovens. 

This is something they are told to want through their constant exposure to advertisements, sexist 

media, the limitations of the state of preoperational thought48 and carefully selected color 

palettes. Young girls do not innately value beauty over physical strength, rather, it is their 

observational skills that convey that attractiveness is of the utmost importance. Therefore, 

Disney tells girls to model themselves after the image of the Disney princesses and they too will 

eventually become marriage material. However, in order to attain your own Prince Charming, it 

requires years of training.49 Through what Heatwole refers to as “the ingrained and continuing 

                                                
48 “Preoperational thought” is a term used by Sweeney 2011 on pg. 75 to explain that children ages two to seven are 
at an automatic disadvantage when interacting with branded materials because they can’t discern commercial intent.  
49 Training here is metaphorical for playing. 
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glamorization of patriarchal gender roles” (Heatwole 2016:3), girls are taught how to be 

beautiful, keep a tidy household, and be the ultimate hostess, all in the name of pleasing their 

future husbands. Today, this has not changed, but rather compounded. Women are now expected 

to subscribe to the ideal of “effortless perfection,” under which they have academic or 

professional success, in addition to the physical beauty and adherence to the service of their 

family that is already expected. In other words, we have only increased our demands on women 

in our society, making it more difficult than ever to meet the extremely high standards set out for 

them.  

 After examining the Disney Store website six years after Auster and Mansbach’s study, 

there are still limited ways in which to filter toy results: characters, movie/show, gender, age, 

color, and price (Shop Disney: Toys n.d.). As previously stated, the only two differentiators that 

matter in the eyes of Disney are gender and age. All of the other categories listed above can be 

effortlessly divided into gender and age groups, as all were carefully designed for a specific 

audience at creation. Due to clearly limited toy options, girls are more likely to participate in 

gender-crossing play activities, while boys face parental discouragement from doing anything 

associated with femininity (Auster and Mansbach 2012:377). This being said, Disney toys that 

can be considered unisex almost always consist of a color palette that would be attractive to boys 

as not to alienate them with any hint of femininity. While it is positive that girls feel more 

comfortable abandoning gender roles when playing with toys, it is due to their extremely limited 

options that they must pursue gender roles traditionally occupied by boys.   
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The Happiest Day of Your Life in the Happiest Place on Earth 

 As media becomes more pervasive, it begins to fill the role that families and religion used 

to fill in a child’s life, with some fulfilling such a role that it continues into adulthood (Wynns 

and Rosenfeld 2003:91). Disney advertises not only to grab the attention of young girls, but also 

to redraw the attention of the girl that no longer dreams of being a princess. With enough effort, 

the company is convinced it can reinvigorate the sleeping beauty inside every female consumer. 

For those grown up girls who experienced the Princess Boom during their childhood, Disney 

caters to their every wildest nostalgic desire. For example, one bride-to-be describes her biggest 

guilty pleasure as her participation in the DisBrides50 group on DisBoards, one she finds so 

shameful not even her fiancé knows of her obsession (Wisel 2016). DisBoards is a website 

dedicated entirely to housing forums and discussions on all things Disney. From a general 

“Community Board” forum with over half a million discussions and fourteen million responses 

to one dedicated to “Disney World Tips,” the site is clearly geared towards adult participants. 

Specifically, in the virtual world of DisBrides, any one post could receive thousands of responses 

and hundreds of thousands of views.  

The bonds created by these women go well beyond helpful tips and tricks to cut costs. 

For example, in Carlye Wisel’s expose, she reveals that the women sometimes become so close 

in what she describes as a “virtual sisterhood” that they invite each other to their weddings, 

receiving seven invitations herself from women she has never met in person before (Wisel 2016). 

Talking about her experience attending one of these stranger’s weddings, Wisel depicts her 

enchantment with every Disney-themed detail of her new friend’s special day. The topics of 

these discussion boards extend beyond marriage, though they are clearly no place for children. 

                                                
50 DisBrides is what the women who participate in the forum group “Disney Weddings and Honeymoons” on the 
website DisBoards.com refer to themselves as. 
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Not only does one need to prove their age before registering, they must also be well versed in 

adult language–a significant barrier to entry for any youthful imposter.  

 Since 1991 Disney has devoted an entire sector of the company to planning and executing 

the over 5,000 weddings hosted each year at the various locations of the Disney brand (Disney’s 

Fairytale Weddings and Honeymoons n.d.). While many brides’ express desires of wanting to 

feel like a princess, Disney allows them to pay to make that happen. Disney’s Fairytale 

Weddings allow any bride to arrive to her wedding ceremony in Cinderella’s coach drawn by six 

white horses, all for the price of around three thousand dollars. For the bride who wants to be 

married in the park, during operational hours, the ceremony will cost a minimum of $75,000 and 

will skyrocket with every guest in attendance. It is not cheap to monopolize the most popular 

Figure 12: Disney’s homepage for their wedding consultation service displays this magical photo 
(Disney Fairy Tale Weddings 2018). 
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theme park in the world, with 16,972,000 people visiting Orlando, Florida’s Disney World in 

2010 alone (Bartkowiak 2012:944). 

On the Disney Weddings website, their boutique makes it easy to order invitations, 

bouquets, and even wedding dresses designed after your favorite princess. The Disney mania can 

start before betrothal with a Disney themed collection of engagement rings sold at one of many 

chain jewelry stores around the country (Zales n.d.). They similarly do not discriminate when it 

comes to making money off the dreams of others, as Disney Fairy Tale Weddings began taking 

bookings from same-sex couples in 1997, long before any American state would conduct the 

unions legally (Wisel 2016). 

 Aware of the influences in which repetitive consumption has on children, there is no 

reason these belief systems shouldn’t carry into adulthood: “the constructivist approach proposes 

that children develop beliefs about the world based on their interpretations of observations and 

experiences, and therefore, viewing stereotyped or egalitarian depictions of gender roles will 

influence children’s ideas about gender” (England, Descartes, and Collier-meek 2011:557). 

Adults who have deemed Disney a company that caters to children may find it disturbing that 

there is such a market for couples who wish to have Mickey and Minnie Mouse be honorary 

attendees at their nuptials. However, it is no surprise that after consuming Princess films in 

which the climax is always the wedding day, that these women would want to experience 

something similar: “Marriage is the end of her maturation, with the understanding that marriage 

will result in propagation that, in turn, continues the cycle; marriage typically ends the story” 

(Ayres 2003:39). A woman’s wedding day is her graduation from single woman, lacking real 

purpose in the patriarchal system, into wife–the future producer of America’s workforce. Once a 

woman obtains the title of wife, she reaches a level of maturation unbeknownst to her prior to 
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that moment. This is a moment that she has been taught to look forward to since before she was 

potty-trained, a moment that makes up for all the sacrifices, selflessness, and pieces of burnt 

toast she has had to endure. On the day over her wedding, a woman is the center of attention, it's 

her special day. This moment is fleeting, as the moment she says, “I do,” she is proof that the 

romance narratives that Disney has romanticized are what we aspire to have, only to then be 

subsequently undervalued in the next chapter of our lives: motherhood.  

 Nostalgia is extremely powerful and possesses a uniquely contemporary appeal as it is a 

desire to return to a simpler time, to a place that feels like home (Cross 2004:116). “Walt 

Disney’s achievement was to package, combine, and intensify a half century of images of 

wondrous innocence” (Cross 2004:119). This innocence that Disney was able to ingrain into his 

tales and theme parks, is one that adults crave. In a world filled with tragedy, constant stress, and 

depressing realities, the concept of being able to return to the joys of youth is extremely 

appealing. One could compare Disney to entering into a double pilgrimage. The first time 

venturing to the park as a child, and the second time as a parent with your own children. 

“Whereas ‘once upon a time’ draws the reader into a timeless fantasy realm...the wedding 

ceremony catapults her back into contemporary reality” (Cummins 2009:23). Therefore, the 

same happens with modern Disney brides. We see through the phenomenon of DisBrides, one 

extreme end of the spectrum. Those so invested in the happily ever afters of their youth that they 

aspire to model their wedding day to embody what it means to be their favorite Princess. 

Remembering a nostalgic time of being enchanted by the “one upon a time”, brides realize their 

only way to attain this reality is through a wedding. 
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Conclusion 

Through the application of theoretical work done by Maurice Godelier, Silvia Federici, 

Karl Marx, and various Disney scholars, I conclude that through seductive narratives, the Walt 

Disney company maintains social influence over American culture. While many argue it is a 

reciprocal relationship in which culture and Disney mold each other, I maintain that Disney 

clearly preserves the superior position in this narrative. In other words, through the explanation 

of the choices made by the Disney princess protagonists, in combination with what their parents’ 

guide them towards, I find that there is a concerted effort by screenwriters to prime young 

American women for the sacrifices they will one day make for their family of orientation or 

procreation. In addition, the stories this company aims to tell are filled with historical and 

cultural inaccuracies, sexism, and racism. Women in the films are relegated to the constricting 

binaries of good and evil, exacerbating the idea that the female narrative is not complicated nor 

compelling without a romance narrative. Subsequently, these perceptions of women are 

manifested in the animation of these G-rated films, with villains representing the undesirable 

qualities of a female: either overtly erotic or entirely unsexed. It is at this juncture that I find the 

root of the problem expressing itself in women’s tendencies to consistently fulfil a sacrificial role 

in society. 

With the genesis of these sacrifices beginning at marriage and procreation, women hand 

over their spiritual, physical, and emotional bodies for the sake of the continuance of the 

capitalist American patriarchy. At the conception of many of these age-old fairy tales, women 

often physically sacrificed their life in the pursuit of producing an heir. While this reality has 

changed due to advancements in modern medicine lowering rates of maternal mortality during 

childbirth, the invisibility of the mothers remains constant in Disney Princess films. With only 
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two of these Princesses having substantial relationships with their mothers, the audience is 

shown a devaluation of motherhood. Moreover, Disney screenwriters romanticize the idea of 

falling in love in order to convince young girls that this ability to become a wife will eventually 

define their self-worth. Disney also contributes to the growing problem of distrust among 

adoptive mothers, fueling society’s fear of their intentions. Furthermore, the only women 

permitted in Disney’s sphere of fantasy are the good and the wicked–the princess and the witch. 

Deciding that menopause removes any value from a woman in society, the Disney Company 

villainizes any woman past her age of reproductive fertility or situates them in competition with 

the innocent Princess.  In other words, Disney explains that when the ideal characteristics for a 

woman are missing, they must be subjugated, villainized, and finally, eliminated.  

 With mothers entirely absent from the lives of these adolescent protagonists, it begs the 

question: who is the parent? Supplanting the biological mother are three normative parental 

figures: the evil stepmother, incompetent father, and animalistic fictive kin. Given that the evil 

stepmother’s plotline promotes the archetype of two women in constant opposition, she is unable 

to coexist peacefully with her affinal daughter. Therefore, fathers must attempt to fill the gap left 

behind by their evil or absent wives. However, despite attempts to navigate the separation-

individuation process properly, these fathers constantly fall short, and their daughters ultimately 

prove them wrong. With the disruption of the patriarchy and no male heir, Disney fathers show 

how the mediation of this trend results in an attempt to control their daughter’s romantic choices. 

This failure of the father figure creates the necessity for external support, most often resulting in 

animal fictive kin. For many of these protagonists, these fictive kin provide support in areas their 

own biological parents fail them, thus guiding them through their journey to find true love. 

Nonetheless, these fictive kin do not form in normative ways studied in American culture, rather 
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they serve as both a cautionary tale to bad parenting as well as provide entertainment value for 

small children.  

 As a result of the conveyance of these messages to young children, the effect of the 

subsequent “playing” of these narratives is profound. Children blindly adhere to these gendered 

narrative stories despite the seemingly infinite possibilities of their youthful imaginations. An 

analysis of Disney’s e-commerce websites exemplifies the manners in which children are told 

what they should want to play and therefore who they should dream to be. While girls are left 

with toys glamorizing the domestic sphere and emphasizing the importance of physical beauty, 

boys learn to avoid femininity at all costs, reinforced by society’s hyper-masculine approach to 

raising sons. Using the idea of the “Edenic consumer,” Gary Cross shows us that parents buy into 

this extreme form of gendered consumerism in an effort to preserve the supposed innocence that 

surrounds childhood. In addition, that same blissfully ignorant child eventually matures into a 

nostalgic adult, still obsessing over the Disney Princesses or their male toy equivalents in some 

fashion. Furthermore, some women attempt to recreate the Disney Princess narratives while 

reaching the climax in their own personal lives: their marriage. Dishing out hundreds of 

thousands of dollars to replicate the same Princess stories they grew accustomed to during 

childhood, these brides-to-be exemplify the very problem with these heterosexual, romance 

driven plots. They prove that becoming a wife is the most transformative process in a young 

woman’s life, and by having a Disney Princess wedding, she fulfills her dream of becoming that 

princess. That being said, this concept of a happily ever after does not last forever. Instead, it is a 

carefully designed mirage in order to subjugate women into a consistently inferior position to 

men. Unlike other forms of labor, reproductive labor is considered financially worthless in our 

capitalist society. Women, following childbirth, have therefore been forced to depend on their 
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male counterparts for financial and emotional support as they are either deemed unfit for the 

workplace or simply do not have the capacity to return–motherhood is a full-time job.  

Despite this pessimistic view on the messaging Disney seminates, all hope is not lost. In 

fact, Disney has shown glimmers of progressiveness, though I argue the company only engages 

in these narratives when they feel it will benefit them financially. Moreover, they currently 

hesitate before engaging with a controversial subject which the majority of our patriarchal 

society would not support. Perhaps this society will transform and enable us to reach a moment 

in which it is economically beneficial to be socially progressive. Until then, however, we have no 

choice but to maintain hope that children’s media content will catch up to the ever-changing 

world and will instill modern beliefs about gender onto our youngest generation. Though Disney 

consistently shows an attempt to appease women’s demands of more feminist content, they 

continue to slyly add commentary that contradicts these progressive feminist philosophies.  

 In future studies, it would be fascinating to uncover deeper connections between 

American consumerism and the Disney Consumer Products. Through my relatively small 

investigation into this world, I found that the Princess films’ sexist content was reinforced and 

emphasized by the licensed products associated with them. With the power to change the way in 

which children perceive society, Disney has an opportunity to redeem itself. Furthermore, there 

is more work to be done regarding ethnographic research conducted on adults and their 

interactions with Disney. Considering the fascinating networks of Disney-obsessed adults, such 

as the DisBrides, I believe these people may provide data that could be of great relevance to this 

body of scholarly work. Furthermore, this exploration could provide an avenue through which 

scholars may better understand the relationship between childhood media exposure and adult 

societal beliefs.  
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I now have a deeper understanding of the Disney princess films and their problematic 

narrative material. That being said, they will continue to form a cornerstone of my own 

childhood. In reflection, my childhood memories are defined by my Halloween costume choices 

and my Kindergarten lunchbox–both complete with a variety of Disney Princesses. Just as the 

rest of American society, I am equally susceptible to the influence and rose-colored glasses of 

nostalgia. Remembering only the joyful moments of our childhood, we continually invigorate 

this century-old franchise, persistently giving it more life and relevance. The power of the 

princess lies with Disney. 
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